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2Abstract
Computer vision is enjoying huge success in visual processing applications such as facial recognition,
object identification, and navigation. Most of these studies work with traditional cameras which
produce frames at predetermined fixed time intervals. Real life visual stimuli are, however, generated
when changes occur in the environment and are irregular in timing. Biological visual neural systems
operate on these changes and are hence free from any fixed timescales that are related to the timing
of events in visual input.
Inspired by biological systems, neuromorphic devices provide a new way to record visual
data. These devices typically have parallel arrays of sensors which operate asynchronously. They
have particular potential for robotics due to their low latency, efficient use of bandwidth and low
power requirements. There are a variety of neuromorphic devices for detecting different sensory
information; this thesis focuses on using the Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) for visual data collection.
Event-based sensory inputs are generated on demand as changes happen in the environment. There
are no systematic timescales in these activities and the asynchronous nature of the sensors adds to the
irregularity of time intervals between events, making event-based data timescale-free. Although the
array of sensors are arranged as a grid in vision sensors generally, events in the real world exist in
continuous space. Biological systems are not restricted to grid-based sampling, and it is an open
question whether event-based data could similarly take advantage of grid-free processing algorithms.
To study visual data in a way which is timescale-free and grid-free, which is fundamentally different
from traditional video data sampled at fixed time intervals which are dense and rigid in space, requires
conceptual viewpoints and methods of computation which are not typically employed in existing
studies.
Bio-inspired computing involves computational components that mimic or at least take inspiration
from how nature works. This fusion of engineering and biology often provides insights into complex
computational problems. Artificial neural networks, a computing paradigm that is inspired by how
our brains work, have been studied widely with visual data. This thesis uses a type of artificial neural
network—event-based spiking neural networks—as the basic framework to process event-based
visual data.
Building upon spiking neural networks, this thesis introduces two methods that process
event-based data with the principles of being timescale-free and grid-free. The first method
preprocesses events as distributions of Gaussian shaped spatiotemporal volumes, and then introduces
3a new neuron model with time-delayed dendrites and dendritic and axonal computation as the main
building blocks of the spiking neural network to perform long-term predictions. Gaussians are
used for simplicity purposes. This Gaussian-based method is shown in this thesis to outperform a
commonly used iterative prediction paradigm on DVS data.
The second method involves a new concept for processing event-based data based on the “light
cone” idea in physics. Starting from a given point in real space at a given time, a light cone is the
set of points in spacetime reachable without exceeding the speed of light, and these points trace out
spacetime trajectories called world lines. The light cone concept is applied to DVS data. As an object
moves with respect to the DVS, the events generated are related by their speeds relative to the DVS.
An observer can calculate possible world lines for each point but has no access to the correct one.
The idea of a “motion cone” is introduced to refer to the distribution of possible world lines for an
event. Motion cones provide a novel theory for the early stages of visual processing. Instead of
spatial clustering, world lines produce a new representation determined by a speed-based clustering
of events. A novel spiking neural network model with dendritic connections based on motion cones
is proposed, with the ability predict future motion pattern in a long-term prediction.
Freedom from timescales and fixed grid sizes are fundamental characteristics of neuromorphic
event-based data but few algorithms to date exploit their potential. Focusing on the inter-event
relationship in the continuous spatiotemporal volume can preserve these features during processing.
This thesis presents two examples of incorporating the features of being timescale-free and grid-free
into algorithm development and examines their performance on real world DVS data. These new
concepts and models contribute to the neuromorphic computation field by providing new ways of
thinking about event-based representations and their associated algorithms. They also have the
potential to stimulate rethinking of representations in the early stages of an event-based vision
system. To aid algorithm development, a benchmarking data set containing data ranging from simple
environment changes collected from a stationary camera to complex environmentally rich navigation
performed by mobile robots has been collated. Studies conducted in this thesis use examples from
this benchmarking data set which is also made available to the public.
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1Introduction to timescale-free and grid-free
events with bio-inspired spiking neural
networks
Biology solves many problems that state of the art computer systems do not have solutions for.
Bio-inspired computing typically models elements found in biological systems. Algorithms that draw
inspiration from nature can help solve problems with high computational complexity and dynamic
scope with limited information received or computing capacity [3]. Popular bio-inspired computing
examples include neural networks that draw inspiration from the brain, genetic algorithms from the
evolution process and artificial life from natural life. Bio-inspired computing has been applied to
everyday functions such as vehicle control, face recognition, medical diagnosis, financial prediction
and many more. Biology is especially effective in handling time and space, in this respect there is
a lot computer science can learn from it. The sense of vision is a good example of a process that
involves time and space and biology does vision really well—stimuli from continuous space and time
are processed and responded to efficiently. Using bio-inspired computing on visual sensory data can
broaden and improve how computer science represents and performs a computation involving time
and space.
Most current computational approaches for processing visual data impose some form of scale for
time or a fixed grid for space, or both. Real world stimuli, however, exist in continuous space with
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ever-changing timescales. These characteristics of nature are not addressed in most computational
methods. Biological systems can handle any rapidly changing temporal features and do not use
spatial grids in vision. There is much which computer systems can take inspiration from. This thesis
aims to explore bio-inspired data structures and algorithms that process visual data, without limiting
timescales and grids.
1.1 The temporal and spatial nature of real world stimuli,
traditional and neuromorphic visual data
Real life visual stimuli exist in continuous space and time. The timings in which stimuli occur
are irregular and free from any fixed timescales; there may be little change for a period, followed
by rapidly presented dense streams of new information. For example, an unchanging scene, such
as a white wall, a stationary image, or darkness, can carry little new information for long periods
of time, and can then be followed by rapid scene changes. Real visual stimuli are also free from
any arbitrary spatial grid. In contrast, traditional visual data is captured at fixed time intervals as
frames. This temporally regulated data contains redundant information—the unchanged environment
is re-captured—and misses the information in between the sampling intervals. Similarly, traditional
cameras work with pixels which divide and discretise the spatial information into fixed sized grids.
Many visual processing machine learning algorithms and cognitive models have been designed
based on traditional videos, with the properties of being clock-based and grid-based. These
approaches may have performed well in their specifically designed tasks, but they are a poor fit for the
true nature of visual stimuli. To exploit the characteristics of timescale-free and grid-free information
in real visual stimuli, it is clear that representations and algorithms that do not depend on the existence
of timescales and grids, or of any particular intervals, shapes, and sizes, are needed.
Currently, real-life visual stimuli cannot be computationally studied directly. However, recently
sensors have been developed that mimic how our eyes work and produce visual data that are closer
to how the stimuli actually appear to the eye. Hence, compared to traditional videos, these are more
suited for use in developing representations and algorithms focusing on the spatiotemporal nature of
the stimuli.
The retina of our eye contains hundreds of millions of photoreceptors: rods and cones, each
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receiving light asynchronously. Light increases the membrane potential of these cells through
biochemical processes. Electrical signals, called spikes, are sent down by ganglion cells to other
layers of cells for interpreting before the information reaches the optic nerve and then the brain.
Inspired by the functioning of our eyes, neuromorphic recording devices provide a breakthrough in
sensory data recording (for a review on neuromorphic sensory devices please see [4]). These devices
typically have parallel pixel sensors. Each sensor sends a signalling event similar to a neuronal spike
when it detects a stimulus in the environment. A series of these events ordered in their triggered time
is called an event-based data stream. There is a range of different neuromorphic sensors available.
This thesis uses a neuromorphic camera called the Dynamic Vision Sensor 128 (DVS128) [5] which
is ideal for robotic applications. For the details of the hardware please see Section 2.1.
As event-based data is recorded when stimuli trigger the DVS sensors asynchronously as they
occur, the resulting data stream has events at irregular intervals over any timescales, which is similar
to biological sensory inputs. Another key feature of event-based data is that the temporal information
for each event is very precise, in contrast to fixed interval data in which temporal distinctions are
discarded within frames.
Tab. 1.1: Comparison of the temporal and spatial features of real-life visual stimuli, frame-based videos and
event streams.
Real-life visual stimuli Traditional videos Neuromorphic event
streams
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Each of the asynchronous sensors represents a pixel, restricting the spatial information of the
visual data into a grid. However, there are slight differences in this grid-based representation
compared to that of traditional frames. For example, if the event-based camera moves during
recording, there may not exist any two events that share the same reference frame because of the
time resolution. Although event-based data is grid-based, it can still be used to develop grid-free
representations and algorithms, as long as these approaches are not inherently tied to some arbitrary
grids. Table 1.1 compares the different natures of time and space in real life stimuli, traditional videos,
and event-based data.
1.2 Processing the temporal and spatial information in
event-based data
There are a variety of ways to handle time and space in existing event-based sensory data studies (for
a detailed review see Section 2.3). Some studies group events into frames or time slices imposing
fixed timescales [6–15]. Other studies process the data stream on an event-by-event basis [16–29],
with the timing of an event determining its relevance to an internal model. Some event-based studies
accumulate event activities and then decay them as time passes [30–34].
Technically, event-by-event processing can handle ever-changing timescales in real world stimuli.
However, most event-based studies have some timing limits affecting the weight of an event, making
these studies favour particular timescale ranges. For example, in studies where events are only deemed
relevant if they are temporally close to previous event activities, long-term event patterns are not
considered.
In terms of space, data streams direct from neuromorphic cameras are strictly grid-based. As these
cameras utilise arrays of sensors, each sensor acts as a pixel. Some studies have taken the approach
of processing events into grid-free representations such as models of clusters [20–23, 26, 27, 35–40].
The temporal and spatial information of events is often processed separately, with each attributing
a different role in the computation. For example, the timing determines if an event should be
part of a model and the location establishes which part of the model an event contributes; or each
pixel accumulates event activities and the passing of time reduces such activities. However, the
value of an event may not be in its position in one dimension or another, but in how it is situated
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in the spatiotemporal volume among other events. In some situations, the distribution of events
in the spatiotemporal volume is more informative than the individual events themselves; this is
especially true when noise is involved. In other situations, jittering becomes a problem. Jittering
is a characteristic of event-based data where events generated by the same scene will not appear at
the exact spatial and temporal position, but will be slightly off in both space and time across different
trials due to subtle changes in environmental lighting. In these circumstances, it is more useful to
study the spatiotemporal relationship between an event and its neighbours but not the exact pixel
locations and timings of individual events.
1.3 Spiking neural networks with long-term prediction
One area for which biology uses visual data is long-term prediction. This is important for decision
making and other cognitive functions. The many studies conducted with the DVS and similar
event-based visual devices have covered a variety of tasks ranging from classification and recognition
[6–8, 11, 14, 21, 24, 29, 31–33, 39, 41–46], tracking [10, 16–18, 22, 23, 26, 28, 30, 37, 38, 40, 47–50],
stereo matching and depth reconstruction [19, 51–54], robotic applications [9, 12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 25,
27, 30, 37, 38, 47, 48, 55–57], and others [15, 36, 58–64]. The prediction task, however, remains
infrequently researched [63, 64]. Prediction is an important cognitive function and can be beneficial
with robotic studies with more complex tasks such as decision making and planning. The event-based
sensory data generating neuromorphic camera, the DVS, is well suited to be used with mobile robots
due to its features of low latency, low bandwidth and low energy consumption. Being able to predict
future event patterns allows the mobile agent to better adapt to the environment.
Many algorithms have been used to process event-based data, with clustering [20–22, 26, 27, 35–
39] and artificial neural networks (ANNs)[8, 24, 24, 29, 31–34, 41, 42, 42, 45, 46, 50, 62, 64, 65] being
the two main categories (see Section 2.4 for a review). Clustering studies usually involve tracking
the underlying source of events based on some form of spacetime distance. On the other hand,
ANNs, especially a subset called spiking neural networks (SNNs), are more flexible and sensitive to
computing with precise timing. As a more biologically plausible paradigm than traditional ANNs,
SNNs operate with neuronal spikes which are typically modelled with instantaneous responses,
no temporal duration, and binary states. These SNN spikes are inherently of the same nature as
event-based sensory inputs, making SNNs a strong candidate for processing event data streams.
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1.4 Thesis scope, aims and plan for addressing the nature of
time and space in event-based data
To exploit the potential of real-life visual stimuli, there is a need for new data-processing paradigms
that are timescale-free and grid-free. This thesis aims to explore data representations and algorithms
that do not require any arbitrary time limits and spatial grids, and to process the temporal and
spatial information of the data together instead of leaving them as separate attributes. Event-based
data streams recorded from the real world, not synthetic ones, are used to aid modelling data
representations and algorithms. Simulations of models with real data are useful as they provide a
controllable environment with a manageable scope.
As noted, SNNs are well suited for processing sensory data as they are of the same event-based
nature, and they would be functionally useful to predict future event patterns at long-term. To
utilise the timescale-free and grid-free nature of the data and perform the long-term prediction task,
modifications on existing architecture are needed. Biological neurons do a lot more than computation
at somas (the cell bodies of neurons). The natural positioning of the dendritic and axonal branches
reflects their spatial coverage, and there is evidence that computation is carried out in dendrites and
axons [66–71]. This thesis presents new neuron models with features inspired by how the real neurons
compute that realised timescale-free and grid-free prediction.
This thesis provides a literature review of visual event-based sensory data studies (Chapter 2) and
records a collection of DVS data sets (Chapter 3). These data sets are designed to include scenery
with a variety of complexity, allowing algorithms to be easily developed and tested for the prediction
task.
Two new data representations are explored in this thesis. Chapter 4 presents the first of these, a
Gaussian distribution-based approach where the event data is represented as spacetime distributions.
An SNN with a neuron model empowered by dendritic and axonal computation is designed to work
with the distribution-based representation to predict future event patterns. Chapter 5 outlines another
approach which is speed-based where the inter-event speed patterns are the focus. Correspondingly, a
different SNN is also designed to use motion information for prediction. Chapter 6 gives a discussion
of how the methods introduced relate to the greater schema of time and space in event-based sensory
data.
2Literature review of event-based visual data
This chapter introduces the Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS), which is used throughout this thesis, and
reviews related event-based visual data studies. The following sections analyse the tasks performed,
how time and space are handled, the algorithm developed, and the ways to assess performance.
2.1 The Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS)
Asynchronous event-based sensory inputs mimic how our body receives stimuli. There are
neuromorphic visual, auditory and olfactory sensory devices available which generate information
similar to neural signals [4] . With respect to visual sensors, many neuromorphic devices have been
developed by various groups to generate event-based visual inputs [72–77], and the DVS128 (Fig.
2.1 left) developed by Lichtsteiner et al. [5], mentioned in the introduction, is the sensor used in this
thesis.
The DVS128 is a neuromorphic frame-free camera that contains a 128x128 array of light
sensors (16k pixels), each detecting changes in luminosity in the environment independently and
asynchronously. A spike is emitted by a sensor whenever the illumination of a pixel changes more
than a threshold amount (2.1%) at a time resolution of 15 microseconds. The spikes are communicated
as events, encoded using a 32-bit address-event representation (AER) containing an (x, y) coordinate,
a time stamp and a change in light intensity where an increase generates a positive event (+1) and
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Fig. 2.1: The DVS and what it captures. Left: The DVS128. Right: Image of a rolling ball, created by accu-
mulating a DVS128 data stream. White pixels indicate increases in luminosity, black pixels indicate
decreases, with intensity indicating the events recency—whiter pixels indicate more recent positive
events and blacker pixels indicate more recent negative events.
a decrease generates a negative event (-1). A stream of such events ordered in time forms an event
stream. A DVS event stream can be accumulated over a period of time to approximate frames to
any level of temporal resolution. The accumulated events can also be colour-coded, based on their
intensity, to represent changes in the scenery during the accumulation period (Fig. 2.1 right).
The DVS is a camera with low latency, low bandwidth use as only active pixels transmit
information, and low energy consumption, making it ideal for working with mobile robots. Since
the DVS was first introduced, multiple improvements have been made to the hardware, such as
adding a CMOS to take traditional framed images while capturing event-based changes [78], adding
an auto-stabilising mechanism [79] and adding RGBW colour filters [80, 81]. For the latest research
on the DVS please view [82].
2.2 Previous tasks using event-based cameras
Many studies have been conducted with the DVS and similar event-based visual devices. Table 2.1
lists examples of previous work grouped by their goals, with brief descriptions of their specific tasks.
The dominant task for DVS use is classification and recognition [6–8, 11, 14, 21, 24, 29, 31–33, 39,
41–46], which requires the algorithm to label or identify some moving objects or shapes within a
DVS event stream. Tracking is another popular area of application [10, 16–18, 22, 23, 26, 28, 30, 37,
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38, 40, 47–50], which typically involves first identifying if the incoming events are part of the targets
and then tracing their trajectories up to the current event.
As the DVS is built for mobile robotic use, there are many studies that utilise the DVS with some
robotic platform [12, 13, 16, 17, 25, 30, 37, 38, 47, 48, 55, 56]. Robotic studies usually first recognise
or track certain objects, and then control the robot motor action accordingly to accomplish their goals.
Self-localisation is another common robotic task [9, 20, 27, 57]. Two DVS cameras can also be used
together to achieve stereo vision and extract depth [19, 51–54].
Tab. 2.1: Tasks in DVS studies
Task Event-based visual data studies
Classification
and recognition
• Hand gesture recognition [6], different data sets with stereo cameras [32]
• MNIST post code digit classification [8, 29, 33]
• Classifying feature maps generated by spike input events [41]
• Recognising rotating propellers and symbols on flipping cards [24, 31, 42]
• Classifying if a motion performed by a human is a fall [43]
• Object (cup, ball and box) recognition in dark environment [44]
• Full body gesture recognition with stereo cameras [14]
• Moving and non-moving object (balls and books) recognition with stereo
cameras embedded with the iCub robot [21]
• Recognising patterns of cars passing under a bridge over a freeway [45, 46]
• Detecting the proximity of hands and touch screens and different types of
light source recognition [7]
• Recognition of pulsed laser line extraction from terrain construction [11]
• Classifying dynamic objects with a moving camera [39]
Continued on next page
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page
Task Event-based visual data studies
Tracking • Tracking the position of a probe which then guides an optic tweezer for
micro-operation [16, 30, 47, 48]
• Tracking a moving robot [10]
• Tracking the position of a pencil and balancing it on its tip [17]
• Multiple microsphere tracking [18]
• Ball movement tracking which drives a robotic goalie arm [37, 38]
• Part-based shape tracking [49]
• Fingertip tracking for a touchless user interface [50]
• Tracking particles [26]
• Tracking lane changing cars [22]
• Tracking shapes [23]
• Tracking movement of multiple people [40]




• Stereo matching and reconstructing the depth of rotating dots on a disc and
two moving pens [51]
• Stereo matching of moving tools and people walking [52, 53]
• N-ocular 3D reconstruction with wired frame objects and human hands and
faces [19]
• Stereo matching of a swinging pen [54]
Robotic motor
control
• Probe position tracking and guiding a pair of robotic optic tweezer for
micro-operation [16, 30, 47, 48]
• Tracking the position of a pencil and balancing it on its tips [17]
• Tracking a ball’s movement with a robotic goalie arm and blocking it
accordingly [37, 38]
• Open loop control of a robot based on DVS inputs [25, 55]
• Visual attention [12, 13]
• Generate visual odometry [56]
Continued on next page
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page
Task Event-based visual data studies
Robot
self-localisation
• Using particle filtering to track a pre-marked line of a ceiling for
self-localisation [20] and an extended SLAM version [27]
• Self-localisation of a flying robot with active LED marking tracking [57]
• Localisation of micro aerial vehicles [9]
Others • Optic flow extraction [15, 58–60]
• Separating moving objects in scenes [36]
• Estimating motion components of moving objects [61]
• Developing a high level cognitive behavioural model [62]
• One time stamp ahead prediction [63, 64]
Although DVS studies seem to be quite diverse, they are limited to reactive actions. Given the
data streams, the tasks mostly involve identifying or tracking existing objects and then reacting
accordingly. There is a lack of studies regarding actively predicting the movements of the objects
in the long-term future based on what has been seen. This paucity is probably due to most
event-based visual studies are building upon the traditional visual processing field which is dominated
by recognition and tracking tasks. Prediction, on the other hand, is usually applied to other forms of
time series information such as weather or finance data. This point is taken further in Chapter 4,
which presents an algorithm that forecasts the future of DVS inputs in an event-based and time-scale
free format. As a corollary to this, a new way of conceptualising and viewing the DVS event stream
is described in Chapter 5, which introduces a corresponding prediction paradigm.
2.3 Processing timing information in event-based data
Temporal precision is a unique and important feature of an event-based data stream. Different studies
have used a range of approaches to handle the temporal aspect of the data. Some studies have
accumulated events into frames and discarded the timing information of the events within a frame
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[6–8]; in these, the number of events per frame was used for information processing. Another study
has integrated relevant events into images with non-fixed time intervals [9]. Some studies divided the
event stream into time slices so that the events within a time slice were processed as a batch, with
their timing information preserved and used for computation [10–15]. One study accumulated events
into packets based on event-rate [56]; the events within a packet were processed together once the
packet reached a certain size.
Most studies processed the data stream event by event [16–22, 22, 23, 23, 24, 26–28, 38, 55, 61,
83]. These studies usually had some internal models of the video content which were updated at each
incoming event. A majority of these studies did not use the precise timing information of the events;
event order was the main temporal element in event processing. Some studies mixed online event
by event processing with batch event processing. For example, one study first identified bursts of
events and then processed the events one by one [44]. Other studies processed the events as they were
available while accumulating the processed events for further computation [29, 41, 42, 46, 62]. Others
incorporated the temporal information by making old events [30, 48] or the accumulated activities
[31, 31–34, 50] decay over time. Time constraints are sometimes imposed to determine if an event or
parts of the current model are relevant before proceeding with processing [25, 26, 35, 39, 60, 83]. For
example, events are ignored if there are not enough neighbour events within a time frame, or parts of
the internal models of an algorithm are discarded if they have not been updated for a period of time.
Each approach to handle timing information has its pros and cons. A frame-based approach can be
used directly with traditional visual processing paradigms but the precise timing information is lost.
Time slices may make processing easier but impose straight timescales. Event by event processing
with no other temporal mechanism is timescale-free, but the timing information is only used for
the order of the event; the focus is on individual events not how the events are related to others.
The integration of event activities over time with a decaying mechanism takes the local temporal
neighbourhood into consideration, but, in turn, this imposes short range timescales on the event data.
Many time constraints in existing studies are predetermined and not very flexible, making it difficult
to exploit the feature of the ever-changing timescale in real life stimuli.
Timing information has been handled as a separate feature from the spatial information of the
events in most studies. The primary role of timing in these studies is for ordering and thus serve
as a weighting factor. Chapter 4 provides an approach to timing in event data that can incorporate
any timescales present. Chapter 5 introduces a new way of viewing timing information together with
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spatial information as the defining factors of speed-based processing.
2.4 Algorithms with event-based data
The two main paradigms most frequently used in DVS data studies are clustering and neural networks.
Clustering is common for tracking tasks where the algorithm usually maintains information, such as
the centres or sizes of the existing clusters. This information then acts as the internal model of
the tracked objects rather than storing actual events. The clusters are mostly determined based on
temporal and spatial distance [10, 20–22, 26, 27, 27, 35–39] or Gaussian probability [23, 40]. One
study clustered events based on the calculated time surfaces [84]. As these algorithms only store the
latest model of the tracked objects without needing to remember past events after they are used to
update the model, clustering is excellent for memory efficiency. The internal clusters maintained by
a clustering algorithm are grid-free as they exist in continuous space.
The other main paradigm used in events handling is neural networks, especially spiking neural
networks (SNNs), as they are inherently event-based. Integrate-and-fire neurons [29, 62, 65] or leaky
integrate-and-fire neurons (or similar leaking mechanism) [31–34, 50] are commonly used, with one
neuron corresponding to one input pixel. These neurons work asynchronously and independently
from each other, with each accumulating active events in the form of membrane potentials and firing
a spike if the accumulated value passes its threshold. The membrane potentials of leaky neurons
decrease over time, incorporating timing information in a way that older events have less impact
on causing the neuron to fire. Not all networks have modelled one neuron per pixel, there were
neurons responsible for a small uniform receptive field [24, 42, 64] or there were neurons which each
processed the whole field stimuli [45, 46]. Convolution maps were used in some studies as part of
the neural network architecture for feature extraction [8, 24, 31, 41, 42]; a self-organising map was
another neural network paradigm that has been used [60].
Other algorithms and processing paradigms have also been used in existing studies to handle
event streams to best suit their goals. Relevant events were directly matched within certain local
spatiotemporal neighbourhoods [51–54, 61], where many of these studies involved stereo DVS
cameras. Circle Hough transforms were used in a few studies for circle extraction [16, 18, 21],
and an event-based iterative closest point algorithm was used for tracking moving objects in the event
stream [30, 48]. One study used a unique force-based metric to identify tracked objects [49]. The
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event stream inputs were not always handled in accordance with how they were generated by the DVS
or other similar sensors. Some studies converted the events into analogue signals before processing
[63, 64], another study transformed the raw events into transition events which focused on the timing
between on and off events [57].
Temporal and spatial information are treated separately in most sensory event data algorithms,
with a few exceptions in locating an event’s local neighbourhood. The separation approach is likely
due to the fact that time and space have been viewed conceptually as separated dimensions. In
addition, time and space do not have a common distance metric. To calculate the spatiotemporal
distance between events to create clusters, for example, will require some arbitrary weighting to
relate the spatial measurement units to the temporal measurement units.
Table 2.2 categorises the event data algorithms based on how timing information is processed.
Some studies with specific algorithms [6, 7, 9, 11–15] and a small number of clustering [10] and
neural networks [8] studies handled the events in blocks of flattened frames or time slices. The
majority of algorithms, however, have been adapted into corresponding event-based versions. Most of
these studies, including both clustering [20–22, 27, 36–38, 49] and SNNs [24, 29, 41, 42, 46, 62, 65],
did not specifically address the timing information among the events. Timing information may have
been omitted or used alongside with other attributes in some distance metrics or other calculation.
Others explicitly used the timing information in separate processing steps. Clustering usually uses
time as an event or cluster relevant cut-off measure [26, 35, 39, 83]. For example, whether an event
should be part of the existing clusters is based solely on the time difference between the event and
when the clusters are last updated (or other temporal information stored) [26, 39], or clusters are
not formed or are pruned if there are not enough events within a fixed time period [35]. SNNs on
the other hand tends to first accumulate event activities based on a spatial grid, then decay the event
activities over time [8, 31–34, 50]. This thesis presents a new approach to research in this evolving
field. Chapter 4 presents an algorithm that combines clustering and neural networks and treats events
based on their spatiotemporal distribution. Chapter 5 introduces a new concept that treats spatial and
temporal information as inseparable—together they define motion-based cone-shaped spatiotemporal
volumes for identifying relevant events.
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Tab. 2.2: Categorisation of how time is handled in different algorithms
How time is handled Corresponding algorithms
Frames • Uses the number of event in each frame [6]
• Uses event numbers as patterns to determine the distance
[7]
• Outputs of the convolutional SNN are flattened into
frames for further processing [8]
• Relevance events are integrated into frames at non-fixed
time intervals [9]
Time slices • Clustering [10]
• Temporal correlation [11]
• A hardware-software infrastructure with feature maps
[12, 13]
• Uses pixel counts of spatial blocks for hidden Markov
model [14]
• Spatial and temporal regularisation within a sliding
window time interval [15]
Continued on next page
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Table 2.2 – continued from previous page
How time is handled Corresponding algorithms
Event by event, each event is
processed as it is received
• Event-based Hough circle transform [16, 18, 21]
• Event-based convolutional networks [41]
• A 3D point set registration algorithm with iterative
closest point [19]
• Clustering [21, 22, 36–38, 83], with Gaussians [49] or
condensation particle filter tracker [20, 27]
• Spike-based vector integration to end point [55]
• Timestamp maps for latest events [61]
• Feature tracker with a force based metric [23]
• An iterative, geometric registration approach [28]
• Each event is used to estimate a line as a Gaussian in the
“Hough space” [17]
Event by event, but internal models
are updated in time steps
• Clustering, where the model is updated in particular time
steps [40]
• The layers in the deep belief network are trained in a
time-stepped mode [33]
Event by event, event activities are
accumulated without decay
• SNNs [29, 46, 62, 65]
• Event-based convolutional networks [24, 42]
Event by event, the activities decay
over time
• SNNs [34], with event-driven convolutional neural
networks [8, 31], or with leaky integrate-and-fire neurons
[32, 50] in deep belief networks [33]
• Event-based iterative closest point [30, 48]
Continued on next page
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Table 2.2 – continued from previous page
How time is handled Corresponding algorithms
Event by event, but certain time
constraints affect processing
• Clustering [26, 35, 39], for occlusion of multiple objects
[83]
• Self-organising map [60]
• Spike-based vector integration to end point [25]
Event by event, with a temporal
gradient for each event
• Flow computation [58]
• Measures the rate and the direction of change of time
with respect to the space [59]
Correspondence time matching • Stereo [51–54]
2.5 Performance measurement for evaluating event-based
algorithm
The measurement of the outcome of event-based sensory data studies depends heavily on the goals
and tasks involved. For classification or recognition tasks, in most cases, the experimental results
are object classes which can be directly compared to the labels of the data to calculate an error rate
[7, 32, 33, 39, 41, 45, 50, 56]. If suitable, a confusion matrix which lists all the different types of
errors can be generated, to give more insight into the different aspects of the algorithm’s performance
[6, 11, 14, 40]. In the cases where the outputs are not just a direct labelling, for example, if the
algorithm is to identify the actual orientation of a tracked object [59] or is to reconstruct the object’s
shape [19], the error rate needs to be calculated as a degree of accuracy rather than the simple “correct
or not” evaluation.
In certain tracking tasks when the paths of the tracked objects are known, the algorithms’ tracking
results can be compared against the ground truth via statistical methods such as the mean square error
or the standard deviation. The accuracy measurements are mostly deduced from the differences in
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spatial positions between the computed models and the actual objects at different times [10, 17, 20,
23]. Graphically presenting the experiment results is also used to communicate the performance of
the algorithms [22, 36, 52, 53, 60]. Graphing algorithmic outputs can be an effective way to show
tracking performance by overlapping models with the actual trajectories of the objects. Scene or
object reconstruction also works well with visual presentation.
Other ways to demonstrate performance include comparing event-based algorithm results to their
frame-based counterparts [11, 16, 18, 26, 58, 65]. In studies where the end goal is to drive some
robots to respond to the environment, the direct algorithm outputs are less important. Instead, the
focus is on measuring the success of the experiments in terms of the robots’ behaviours [30, 37, 38].
This thesis presents event-based long-term prediction algorithms in which error measurement is
a challenge. The algorithm outputs predicted events where the ground truth is in the source event
stream. There is no direct one-to-one event match between the prediction results and the ground
truth. An object’s position may be represented by one event in the source stream but can be predicted
with a small cluster of events by the algorithm, or vice versa. It is impossible to calculate exactly the
correctness of predicted individual events (see Section 3.4 for more discussion). In this thesis, the
qualitative method of plotting the predicted events is used predominantly to illustrate the algorithmic
outcomes. Visually presenting the prediction outcomes is an effective way to communicate at a glance
how accurate the prediction is, but it cannot provide an objective measurement for cross-algorithm
comparison. In Chapter 4 an event-based error measurement method is also derived to provide a
quantitative way to compare the algorithm results with the source event stream.
3Event-based visual data sets for prediction
tasks
3.1 The motivations behind recording event-based data sets
To fully address the timescale-free and grid-free nature of real-life stimuli behind the event-based
sensory data and effectively predict at long-term, it is important that real world data with real world
noise is used during algorithm development. The DVS is designed to be used with mobile robots, so
it would be ideal if the data used to investigate time and space is recorded with actual robots, as it is
fundamental that the data is representing the real-world task [85]. However, real world robot studies
are time, energy and money consuming, barring many small research groups or students who are
interested in developing relevant algorithms. A well organised and publicly available benchmark data
set can facilitate the algorithm design process, allow objective comparison of different approaches
and provide a perspective for algorithm performance.
There are existing DVS data sets for different tasks: the MNIST-DVS data set [86] which is the
DVS recording of the commonly used MNIST data set [87] for hand-written digit classification; the
N-MNIST and N-Caltech101 data sets [88] are the event-based versions of the popular classification
data sets MNIST and Caltech101 [89], converted by recording with a pan-tilt camera platform;
the Poker-DVS data set [90] is recorded by browsing special poker cards with a DVS for card
classification; the DDD17 [91] is an annotated DVS driving data set; and a further series of data
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sets [92] includes VOT DVS (from VOT Challenge 2015 Dataset [93]), TD DVS (from Tracking
Dataset [94]), UCF-50 DVS (from UCF-50 Action Recognition Dataset [95]) and Caltech-256 DVS
(from Caltech-256 Object Recognition Dataset [96]), created by using a DVS to record the traditional
data sets displayed on a screen for tracking, action and object recognition tasks.
Most of the existing data sets are for classification where the content of the data originated from
static images. Thus they are not suitable for the investigation of time and space and especially not
for long-term prediction. This chapter details the collection of a series of data sets including 11
moving scenes, each with multiple variations recorded from a DVS camera, specially designed for
motion-related and prediction tasks. The data sets range from a static camera facing simple moving
objects to a self-moving camera navigating a complicated environment. The flows of motion which
the DVS captures are very different when using a static (local field dynamics) as compared with a
moving camera (whole field dynamics). The static camera data is better for simpler algorithm testing
while self-moving data is a better representation of real mobile robot problems.
3.2 Data collection setup
Two robot platforms—UQ’s iRat robot [97] and a LEGO NXT—where a DVS was mounted were
used for collecting data (Fig. 3.1 (A) and (B)). A DVS is a neuromorphic camera that asynchronously
generates spiking events if changes in lighting (2.1% threshold) are detected at pixel level (for more
details, please see Section 2.1). The iRat is a small rat animat with IR sensors and wheel encoders
which allow it to maintain distances from walls, making it suitable for recording navigation data. The
LEGO robot setup is the equivalent of adding motors to the DVS camera. The LEGO robot requires
a wired connection to operate so it is more limited in its applications, but it provides more options for
ways to mount the camera. A data projector (Fig. 3.1 (C)) displaying different computer-generated
moving objects was used with a static camera. A custom track (Fig. 3.1 (E)) with specifically designed
patterns on its walls and a visually enriched maze (Fig. 3.1 (G)) were also used with the self-moving
camera. A Python program was written to generate feature-rich patterns which were then displayed
on the projector or printed out and used as the walls of the track. The general purpose event-stream
viewer jAER (Java tools for AER) [98] and the embedded system based cAER (C tools for AER) [99]
were used to collect all the data sets.





Fig. 3.1: Data set collection experimental setup. The DVS128 mounted on the iRat (A), and the Lego NXT
robot (B). Collecting data from self-motion on a linear track (C), and its corresponding data (D).
Recording from a static camera facing a projector (E), and its corresponding data (F). Overhead view
of a 3x3 m map of Australia maze to collect locomotion data (G), and a scene from the maze recorded
by the DVS128 (H).
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3.3 Data sets collected
The data sets are collected especially for prediction, to learn from the high dimensional features
presented in the event-based data and predict future sequences of events. Diverse data allows extensive
testing for robust paradigms and can service algorithms with different scopes. The research for this
thesis has involved collecting 11 moving scenes (see Table 3.1), each with 1-180 variations and 5-10
instances per variation (see Table 3.2). This data was collected with either a static DVS or a DVS
mounted on an autonomous robot. The data sets collected are:
1. Ego-motion (M1-M4)—perspective of stationary scenes from a moving agent:
(a) The LEGO robot was moving along a straight track in which patterns of dots and shapes
were attached to the walls of the track.
(b) The LEGO robot was moving toward and away from real life objects.
(c) The LEGO robot was facing a large screen displaying patterns of dots and shapes. The
robot was moving towards and away from the projected images to collect data generated
by ego-motion.
(d) The iRat mounted with the DVS128 was navigating through the UQ Australian map maze
to collect data of complex scenery changes.
2. Static camera (S1-S7)—perspective on object motion from a static agent:
(a) The stationary DVS128 was facing a projector screen displaying a wide range of
transforming patterns, varying from simple to complex trajectories.
(b) The stationary DVS128 was facing real moving objects.
Details of the data sets are listed in Table 3.1 (full data sets are available from
www.itee.uq.edu.au/cis or www.itee.uq.edu.au/research/co-innovation). The table shows examples
of the collection sources (left column) and the DVS128 data accumulated over a short period (right
column). Table 3.2 lists the statistical details of the data sets, showing how long each type of data lasts
in total, the total number of events and the average number of events per second. These numerical
details describe the general scope for each type of data. Table 3.3 groups the data sets based on their
common features, making it easier for researchers to choose the right data for their topics.
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Traditional data sets such as MNIST contain thousands of instances. In comparison, this data
set contains far fewer instances, usually 10 trials per variation. Those huge traditional data sets are
usually for object classification while these DVS data sets are collected for sensory prediction based
on episodic memory. Thousands of repetitions of similar stimuli are unrealistic. It is hard to imagine
that a prediction paradigm for mobile agents will require a robot seeing a ball falling a thousand times
before being able to predict the motion flow of the ball. Likewise, prediction involving a navigation
task should not require many similar instances, in fact, most SLAM data sets (eg. [100]) contain a
single instance.
Tab. 3.1: The benchmark data sets (www.itee.uq.edu.au/cis)
Self-motion data sets Sources Data
M1. Moving forward and backward on a track
M1a Variable sized dots with different spacings,
moving at different speeds
M1b Various shapes with different spacings, moving at
different speeds
M2. Facing objects, moving forward and backward
M2a Smooth ball, moving at different speeds
M2b Spiky ball, moving at different speeds
M3. Facing projector, moving forward and
backward
M3a Uniform dots, with different sizes and moving at
different speeds
M3b Variably sized dots, with different spacings,
moving at different speeds
M3c Variably sized shapes, moving at different speeds
M4. iRat navigating map of Australia maze see Fig. 3.1 (G) & (H)
Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – continued from previous page
Static camera data sets Sources Data
S1. Shape transformations
S1a Circle expanding and contracting
S1b Spinning spirals
S1c A dot moving in a circle and in a spiral
S2. Circles moving in trajectories
S2a A series of recordings with an increasing number
of circles at different sizes, moving at different speeds
and trajectories
S2b Different numbers of circles with random sizes,
speeds, and trajectories
S3. Various shapes moving in trajectories
S3a A series of recordings with an increasing number
of shapes at different sizes, moving at different speeds
and trajectories
S3b Different numbers of shapes with random sizes,
speeds, and trajectories
S4. Circles radiating out
S4a A series of recordings with an increasing number
of circles at different sizes, moving at different speeds
and trajectories
S4b Different numbers of circles with random sizes,
speeds, and trajectories
S5. Various shapes radiating out
S5a A series of recordings with an increasing number
of shapes at different sizes, moving at different speeds
and trajectories
S5b Different numbers of shapes with random sizes,
speeds, and trajectories
Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – continued from previous page
Static camera data sets Sources Data
S6. LED pointer drawing
S6a Circles; S6b Figure 8;
S6c Sideways movement; S6d Inward spirals;
S6e Squares; S6f Stars
S7. Real objects
S7a Remote car moving in different directions
S7b Ball rolling
3.4 Performance measurement of sensory data stream
prediction
To evaluate the prediction paradigms, their performances need to be measured and assessed. An
advantage of tasks that predict the future of sensory data streams is that the ground truth is
self-contained within the data. Performance measurement of a prediction paradigm depends on the
representation of the event streams. If these events are treated as spikes and the predicting model is
also outputting spikes, binned spike count differences, iterative closest point [101] or any distance
metric (Euclidean, Hamming, mean squared error) could be used to compare the predictions to the
data. If the events are represented as probability densities (as used in Chapter 4 or [40]) the accuracy
of the predicted densities can be compared to the actual event densities by using a range of divergences
including chi-squared divergence or Kullback-Liebler divergence [102]. In some cases, the prediction
correctness may not need to be measured in numerical terms, for example, if the task is for a robot
to use prediction to perform certain behaviours, as long as the robot performs the targeted result, the
absolute accuracy of the prediction may not be as important.
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Tab. 3.2: Statistical properties of the data sets
Data
set





M1a 4 spacings x 3 speeds 12x10=120 1,493 80,088,404 53,653
M1b 3 spacings x 3 speeds 9x10=90 870 30,284,850 34,817
M2a 3 speeds 3x10=30 187 1,167,356 6,244
M2b 3 speeds 3x10=30 182 923,745 5,066
M3a 2 sizes x 3 speeds 6x10=60 387 18,215,094 47,096
M3b 3 variations x 3 speeds 9x10=90 654 20,665,605 31,616
M3c 3 speeds 3x10=30 273 7,209,299 26,363
M4 Different runs 1x5=5 - - -
S1a - 1x10=10 23 1,719,908 76,410
S1b - 1x10=10 72 1,910,425 26,637
S1c 1 in circle & 1 in spiral 2x10=10 662 1,791,278 2,708
S2a 1-4 circles x 3 sizes x 3 speeds
x 5 paths
180x10=1800 3,070 122,091,264 39,764
S2b 1-4 circles x 5 paths 20x10=200 589 18,292,401 31,048
S3a 2-5 shapes x 3 sizes x 3 speeds
x 5 paths
180x10=1800 2,981 127,294,267 42,696
S3b 2-5 shapes x 5 paths 20x10=200 498 13,398,888 26,882
S4a 1-5 circles x 2 sizes x 3 speeds
x 5 paths
150x10=1500 1339 33,125,132 24,740
S4b 1-5 circles x 5 paths 25x10=250 349 4,024,367 11,520
S5a 2-4 shapes x 2 sizes x 3 speeds
x 5 paths
90x10=900 817 13,323,406 16,315
S5b 2-4 shapes x 5 paths 15x10=150 252 1,870,050 7,431
S6a 10 continuous attempts 1x10=10 54 194,778 3,575
S6b 10 continuous attempts 1x10=10 59 290,672 4,958
S6c 10 continuous attempts 1x10=10 48 204,195 4,261
S6d 10 continuous attempts 1x10=10 111 174,792 1,576
S6e 10 continuous attempts 1x10=10 80 523,188 6,542
S6f 10 continuous attempts 1x10=10 52 642,020 12,341
S7a 4 directions, 5 runs 4x5=20 191 28,544,357 149,548
S7b 5 runs 1x5=5 16 857,256 52,717
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Tab. 3.3: Data sets organised based on features
Features Data sets with these features
Self-motion M1-M4
Object flow M1, M3, S1a, S1c, S2-S7
Single object M2, S1, S2-S6, S7
Multiple objects M1, M3, S2-S5, S7
Simple primitive shapes M2a, S1a, S1c, S2, S4, S6, S7b
Complex irregular or dense objects M1, M3, S1b, S3, S5, S7a
Environment navigation M4
3.5 Conclusion
The DVS128 data sets were developed as a community resource, to facilitate the work of my group’s
bio-inspired research and to provide easily accessible data for other modellers. Key design features
include:
• ego-motion resulting in whole field dynamics and object motion with local field dynamics;
• trajectories suitable for prediction tasks based on episodic memory (rather than categorisation
tasks);
• event-based encoding which does not require uniform time sampling or video frames,
comparable to the clock-free processes of biological neurons;
• real-world recordings (rather than simulated data);
• a range of simple and complex trajectories.
The main challenge for collecting the data was creating untethered ego-motion, which was addressed
by mounting the DVS128 on the UQ iRat robot and using the cAER for direct data capture.
4Distribution-based data representation with a
predictive spiking neural network
4.1 Introducing the spiking neural network paradigm for an
event-based prediction task
Processing DVS sensory data is challenging. Its difficulties include but are not limited to the following
four. First, a vast number of events is generated even in a short video of simple object movement (see
Table 3.2). Second, DVS data is easily affected by noise. Such noise can be caused by a slight change
of environmental lighting, such as the flickering of fluorescent lights or the changing of the sun’s
position. Third, jittering can occur where events can appear in slightly different spatial and relative
temporal positions in different trials of the same content. Fourth, as mentioned in the introduction, the
underlying nature of the real-life stimuli is timescale-free and grid-free. To address these challenges,
a distribution-based method of data representation with a predictive SNN is presented in this chapter.
SNNs are a subset of artificial neural networks (ANNs). ANNs have had considerable success
in time series prediction with results comparable to, and, in some cases better than, classical
statistical models [103–105], making them good candidates for predicting event sequences. However,
consistent with conventional time series prediction paradigms, most ANNs sample time series data
at fixed temporal resolutions [106] under a centralised clock, with the states of all neurons updated
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synchronously at every simulated time step, and prediction at fixed discrete future time steps. If such
ANNs are used with event sequences, the input stream first needs to be converted to a time series
with uniform time bins, stripping the precise timing which is a great advantage of the event stream.
If large time bins are used, the timing information is obscured and of little use; if small time bins are
used, the resulting series can become large and sparse due to long durations between events, greatly
increasing computational cost. The accuracy of prediction can also be affected by prolonged exposure
to an absence of inputs or unchanging values while neuron states are iteratively updated. Additionally,
the sampling time resolution limits the fastest temporal dynamics that can be learned from the input
sequence [107], and updating every part of the network at the same pace increases the difficulty of
learning multiple temporal dynamics, especially slow and long-term dynamics.
SNNs are better suited for predicting asynchronous event streams as they are inherently
event-based, thus enabling a high level of temporal precision and complex dynamics [108]. This
chapter introduces an SNN that utilises a new neuron model with a learnable time delay at dendrites
and computation at both dendrites and axons to forecast sensory sequences. Existing predictive
neural networks are further explored in Section 4.2; Gaussian data representation is introduced in
Section 4.3; the novel SNN model is presented in Section 4.4; the simulation results are explained in
Section 4.5 and finally, a reflection on modelling for prediction with distribution-based representation
is included in Section 4.6.
4.2 Neural network architectures for prediction
4.2.1 Direct vs indirect prediction
Traditional neural networks for prediction include Elman’s simple recurrent network [109] and
Jordan’s [110] output-to-hidden recurrent network. Both models are three-layer recurrent networks,
with input, hidden and output layers of rate-coded neurons, which process one input at each time step
and predict the next input. Elman’s architecture has recurrent connections at the hidden layer, which
is connected both to the input and to a copy of itself delayed by one-time step. Jordan’s network has
recurrent connections from the output layer to the hidden layer, also delayed by one-time step. Other
architectures, such as time-delay neural networks [111], use multiple past inputs at each time step to
predict the next value.
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To predict more than one step ahead, two main approaches have been proposed: direct prediction
and indirect prediction [112]. Both approaches receive multiple inputs at each time step. The
direct approach simultaneously predicts multiple time steps: the simplest network predicts a single
output at the desired prediction horizon [113–115], and multiple versions of this network each with
a different prediction horizon can be combined to form an ensemble to predict multiple steps in the
future [116]. A more complex variation is a direct multi-input-multi-output architecture in which a
sequence of outputs at predetermined future time steps can be simultaneously predicted [117]. The
indirect prediction approach utilises an iterative prediction mechanism similar to a Jordan network,
in which each output is fed back into the network as an input for the next time step [118]. This
paradigm has been used in a wide range of time series and applications, including chaos theory [119],
macroeconomics [120], traffic [121], wind speed and power [122].
Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. Direct prediction has been claimed to be
more accurate under some conditions [112] but training multi-level networks can be difficult because
all levels must be optimised simultaneously [116]. Indirect prediction can be optimised at each level,
but prediction errors propagate to future states and errors accumulate over long periods with no inputs.
4.2.2 SNNs and modelling of delay times
Of the few SNNs that have been designed for prediction, the majority use the one-step-ahead
method. Berthouze and Tijsseling [123] utilised a spiking network architecture akin to Elman’s simple
recurrent network to predict context-dependent sequences. Object trajectories have also been tracked
via a spiking one-step prediction network [124, 125].
Event-based SNN simulators (not for prediction) have also been developed using queues of events
and asynchronous updating of neurons [126–129]. While these packages enable simulation of spiking
neurons with event-based mechanisms, they were not designed for engineering functional tasks.
An open question in neuroscience is how timing and temporal delays are represented in the
brain. The majority of models implement implicit methods for incorporating temporal properties
using neural dynamics, with synaptic weights that have an indirect relationship to delay times. An
alternative is to explicitly represent delays, which provides opportunities for more effective and
efficient learning algorithms. Temporal delays have been used to encode information [130] and use it
as temporary memory [131]. Delays can regulate the synchrony of information processing [132], aid
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pattern recognition [133] and handle long-term dependencies [134]. In a previous project, my research
group developed a learning algorithm for SNNs with explicitly tunable input delays and variances,
which is known as Spike Delay Variance Learning [135]. This approach introduces learnable delays
at dendrites, but only predicts a single future time point. These methods are yet to be tested on sensory
event data.
4.3 Gaussian-based data representation
In this study, the DVS128 was used to capture the movement of a spot of light on a plain wall
created by a laser pointer oscillating horizontally at approximately 0.44 cycles/sec (S6a from the
UQ CIS-DVS data sets, see Chapter 3). Using a laser dot enables the clear visualisation of the data
over time (see Fig. 4.1). Over the course of 48s, 21 cycles (moving left then right) were recorded,
generating 204,195 events (104,391 positive and 99,804 negative).
Fig. 4.1: Raw event stream generated by the DVS128 camera, capturing a laser dot oscillating horizontally (x-
axis) over 10s (z-axis). Each dot represents a change of luminosity (red is positive, black is negative),
with a temporal resolution of 15 μs.
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The DVS128 data is represented in raw form as individual spikes at microsecond resolution.
However, the information from individual events at a single spatiotemporal point is limited. Many
visual tasks of interest require aggregation over large regions of time and space. For example, a
cognitive system may need to track a single object moving over time, and as the object cannot be
directly observed, the cognitive system can only infer where the object is by tracking a concentrated
group of events over a certain spatiotemporal volume. In some cases, the variables of interest can be
represented by the centroid of the object or the centroid of a cluster of events, rather than an explicit
representation of its boundaries. In other cases, the motion of the boundaries may be the variables of
interest, for example, to identify the shape of the underlying object.
The goal of this study is to predict the movement of the laser dot over time, so the important
feature in the input stream is the change in position of the laser dot’s centroid. The raw data stream
includes events for all changes in illumination at any pixel over the course of the recording. There is
no labelled information about which events correspond to the movement of the laser dot. I assume
events that corresponded to the laser dot are spatially and temporally close to each other, due to the
prior knowledge that there is only one laser dot moving in the data stream. The position of the laser
dot can then be determined by finding clusters of events. If the object to be tracked is of a complex
shape, or if there is more than one object to be tracked, aggregating over multiple clusters over space
and time will be needed.
In this study, the laser dot is the only object in the recording and it has very minor movement along
the y axis. Therefore the events were clustered based on time, the whole x axis and the section of the
y axis that contained the laser dot, with each cluster encapsulating 200 positive events. The other part
of the y axis only contained noise. Only positive events are used in this study to reduce computation
cost and negative events in this example do not add extra information. The number of events within
each cluster is decided based on the level of detail the task requires. A larger number of events per
cluster forms bigger clusters and reduces the computation cost but some details may be lost, and vice
versa.
Representing clusters only by their centroids provides sufficient information for tracking
movement, but loses information about the variance in how the events are distributed within a cluster.
To track the distribution of events, a Gaussian is fit to each cluster (see Fig. 4.2). Theoretically,
any distribution could be used to describe these clusters. Gaussians were chosen for computational
tractability and simplicity. In summary, the raw data stream was re-represented by a sequence of
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Fig. 4.2: Scale-free representation of the first 500ms of the moving laser data using Gaussians. (Top) The
raw event stream, only the positive events are shown. These events are formerly rendered as white
dots, and they are now drawn in black. (Bottom) The event stream is approximated by Gaussians
(boundaries show 1 standard deviation).
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clusters, each specified by a Gaussian N with mean m indicating the spacetime centroid (< x, y, t >
in pixel coordinates, x, y, and time since the start of the video, t) and the covariance matrix C is the








where x is the location vector < x, y, t > of a data point.
This representation format has several advantages:
1. the sequence of Gaussians forms an event stream in its own right (Fig. 4.3);
2. it can be tailored to any level of down-sampling in space, time or both (in this example, the
event stream size is reduced from an initial 104,391 positive events to 435 Gaussian events);
3. it is grid-free and scale-free as a collection of Gaussians can approximate a region of any shape
and size.
4. it can be used as a scalable data structure in algorithms with a mixture of widely varying spatial
scales.
Fig. 4.3: Converting a raw event stream into a Gaussian event stream, the event-based nature of the data stream
is unchanged.
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4.4 Spiking neuron model and network architecture
In common spiking neuron models, each neuron’s soma—the cell body—is the main processing
unit. Usually, the processing calculation is simple and the soma will generate a spike if the result
passes a threshold. One common way to incorporate the timing information of the events is to
use integrated-and-fire neurons. An integrated-and-fire neuron does not fire as soon as an event is
available. The events are accumulated at the soma as membrane potential and the soma only fires if
the accumulated amount passes a threshold. Some variations add a leaky feature so the membrane
potential decreases over time, adding another layer of time-related computation. This type of built-in
temporal dynamic at the soma is one way to handle event sequence learning. However, the timing
information is quite implicit. The order and precise timing information are lost.
This study approaches the problem from a different angle. The timing information of the event
stream is handled at the dendrites of a neuron in the form of temporal delay, which allows the relative
timing information in a sequence to be captured explicitly. Dendritic and axonal computation has
been shown to exist in real life neurons [66–71]. Panchev and Wermter [136] proposed a spiking
neuron model with active dendrites and dynamic synapses to learn simple temporal sequences. I have
taken inspiration from these discoveries and studies and have added related features to the neuron
model to aid sequence learning.
4.4.1 Modelling details
The goal of the SNN incorporating neurons with dendritic and axonal computation is to learn temporal
patterns from an input event stream and predict future event sequences. The network architecture
consists of a single layer of hidden spiking neurons that process the input Gaussian stream and predict
an output Gaussian stream. There is no need for an input layer and an output layer as the dendrites
receive the inputs and the axons produce the outputs. All the hidden neurons in such a network
work independently and asynchronously from each other. They are each responsible for part of the
Gaussian inputs and predict part of the future in Gaussians. Together they cover the whole data stream
and predict over a long range into the future. Figure 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate how the network functions
in different graphical forms.
The input event stream is presented to the network event by event. Each event, i, can be viewed
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as approximating the distribution of a region of the DVS spacetime data, defined by a Gaussian,
Ni(mi,Ci), with mean, mi, and covariance matrix, Ci, (encoding 3 mean and 9 covariance values
as described in Section 4.3). Each hidden neuron has multiple dendrites sampling different input
events and an axonal tree with branches predicting different future event distributions (see Fig. 4.5
). The distribution of each dendrite, j, is summarised by a Gaussian, N j(m j ,C j), with mean, m j , and
covariance matrix,C j. The number of dendrites per neuron is fixed throughout training but the number
of axonal branches changes via recruitment and pruning. Hidden neurons are recruited incrementally
throughout training in proportion to the number of patterns recognised in the inputs, as will be further
explained in Section 4.4.2.
Fig. 4.4: Diagrammatic view of delays on the dendrites and axons. The x-axis represents time. Shown are three
neurons H1, H2, and H3 (one row per neuron) and the input sequence (grey distribution, bottom row).
Each neuron fires after matching a particular part of the input (distributions shown in solid colours)
and predicts a future sequence (stippled colours). To calculate the total predicted future event stream
at the time point marked by the vertical dashed line, predictions are summed from all neurons that
fired previously (resulting in the distribution shown by the black outline, bottom row).
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When an event is input into the network, all dendrites see the event. Unlike the dendrites in
conventional neuron models which passively conduct current to the soma, in this model, dendrites are
capable of processing the input events with appropriate temporal delays, enabling them to represent
and match the spacetime distributions of DVS data. Each dendrite has an individual time delay and
after that time has passed, the dendrite will then calculate its match between the input, Ni, and its own
distribution, N j, resulting in a new Gaussian Np with mean mp and covariance matrix Cp:
Np(mp,Cp) = Ni(mi,Ci)N j(m j ,C j)
= qi, j(mi,m j ,C iC j)Ni, j(mi, j,Ci, j)
where
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−∞N j(m j ,C j)2dxdydt
(4.3)
Although all dendrites are presented with input events simultaneously, the calculation of s
depends on each dendrite’s time delay, t (the time mean of the dendrite’s Gaussian parameters). For
computational efficiency, the following process is used in this model. When an input is available,
all dendrites with no time delay immediately process the input event. For dendrites with a non-zero
time delay, the input event is added to a queue associated with the dendrite. As the network is an
event-based system without a global clock, the dendrites only continue processing when the next
event arrives. As each input event is presented, the delays for all queued events are updated relative
to the most recent event. When an event has been delayed to a time that matches or exceeds the time
delay associated with the dendrite, the input is processed and the result propagated to the soma.
For each hidden neuron, the membrane potential, v, at the presentation of each new input event is
calculated by summing the signals from its dendrites:
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Fig. 4.5: The architecture of the SNN. Dendrites of the hidden neurons sample the input stream and axonal
branches predict the output stream. Each of these branches is summarised by a set of parameters
describing a Gaussian distribution. Each dendrite processes a queued event at the appropriate time
delay (see Section 4.4 for details), by computing the similarity between its associated Gaussian and
the input event, which is integrated at the soma. If a hidden neuron fires, it sends a spike along the
axonal branches, which cast predictions based on their learned Gaussian parameters.




where j indexes the neuron’s dendrites.
All neurons whose membrane potentials exceed their thresholds (see Table 4.1 for numerical
details) have the potential to fire. To force neurons to learn different input patterns, k-winner-take-all
is used to restrict the number of neurons firing for each input event, with the winners being those
with the highest membrane potentials (for this study, k = 1). When a neuron fires, it generates a spike
which propagates along its axonal tree. The axonal tree comprises multiple axonal branches, each
associated with a Gaussian distribution parameterised similarly to the dendrites. The time, t, out of
m of the Gaussian parameters indicates when in the future, relative to the moment of soma firing, the
axon predicts that the output event will happen. Each of the axonal branches is also associated with
a confidence value which is updated based on its prediction accuracy (details in Section 4.4.2). The
future output stream is estimated by summing the weighted predicted events from all neurons over all
time (see Fig. 4.4). Figure 4.6 provides a storyboard illustrating how the neuron works.
4.4.2 Learning rules
The model uses online, self-supervised learning. The learnable variables are the Gaussian parameters
of the event distributions associated with the dendrites and axonal branches, and the weights of the
axonal branches. At the beginning of training, the network has a pool of embryonic hidden neurons,
each with a fixed number of dendrites and an allocation of axonal branches not yet associated with
event distributions. When a new input event is fed into the network and no hidden neurons fire
in response to the input, an embryonic neuron is recruited to one-shot-learn this input pattern; its
dendrites are initialised to match the input distributions (means and covariance values of the nearest
events in the past) and its axonal branches are initialised to a subset of randomly chosen future events
within a given time range (5s, chosen arbitrarily).
Learning occurs at dendrites and axons only if their associated hidden neuron fires. When a
hidden neuron fires in response to an input sequence, its dendrites adjust their distribution parameters
to become closer to those of the input event. The distribution that best matches their estimation is
found using the Kullback–Leibler divergence DKL (also known as relative entropy). DKL measures the
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Fig. 4.6: A storyboard showing the sequence of processing from an input being available to prediction
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information lost when the normal distribution of an input event Nni (normalised Ni) is approximated





DKL(Nni ‖Nnj ) =
1
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where mi, m j , Ci and C j are the means and covariances of the normal distributions and k is
the dimension of the distribution. For computational tractability, after a dendrite has identified the
best-matched input event, its parameters are updated numerically as follows: a new distribution is
calculated by generating d1 data samples from the dendrite’s old Gaussian distribution, and d2 data







where r is the number of times the hidden neuron has fired since the beginning of training. This
adjustment ensures that a frequently firing neuron becomes more stable over time.
Axonal branches of the hidden neurons learn using a similar algorithm to the dendrites. After
prediction of a future event, the nearest event from the real data source is matched (using Eqn. 4.6). If
the match is close (this study used an information loss of 20 bits, calculated by DKL(Nni ‖Nnj )/log2),
the axonal branch learns as described for the dendrites. Otherwise, a new axonal branch is added,
with parameters matching the targeted prediction. Each of the axonal branches is also associated with
a confidence value (see Table 4.1 for implementation values), which is increased when the branch
matches an input, and decreased when not. After training, axonal branches with low prediction
confidences are pruned (see Table 4.1 for values). When a neuron fires, its threshold is increased
to make it harder to fire in response to other patterns in the future. This mechanism forces the neuron
to specialise in its learned pattern. If a neuron does not fire over a period of time, its threshold is
reduced to aid generalisation (see Table 4.1 for adjustment rules). Figure 4.7 illustrates the learning
processing.
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Fig. 4.7: A storyboard showing the different steps of learning in a neuron
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4.5 Experimental results
The new spiking neural network model was tested with the data described in Section 4.3. The
network was fed with a segment of the data and was expected to directly predict the future trajectories
of the laser dot into the long-term future (Fig. 4.8 top). The same data, first converted to
frames, was also trained with a conventional iterative one-step-ahead neural network (Fig. 4.8
bottom) and the predicted results were compared to those of the new network. Table 4.1 lists all
predetermined parameters used by both networks. The initial parameters were chosen because they
allowed meaningful results to be computed within a reasonable time frame given the limitation of the
computational power available at the time of the study.
Tab. 4.1: Network parameters
Direct network Iterative network
Initial After training Initial After training
No. of hidden neurons 0 23 0 50
No. of dendrites per neuron 10 10 10 10
No. of axonal branches per neuron 20 Average 15 1 1
Soma threshold 2 Varies 9 Varies
- adjustment rules
1.1 when the neuron fires
0.9 when the neuron does not fire
Direct network only parameters
Prediction confidence Initialised to 1
- adjustment rules
times 1.01 if the prediction does not add new axon
times 0.9 if the prediction adds new axon
maximum value is 1
- for axon pruning 0.9
Distance for adding new axon 20 bits information loss
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Fig. 4.8: Comparing the direct prediction spiking neural network paradigm with the conventional iterative one-
step-ahead neural network paradigm. The direct prediction network is event-based while the iterative
neural network is frame-based.
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4.5.1 Directly predicting a sequence
Fig. 4.9: Predicting future motion with spiking neurons. An SNN was trained on the moving laser pattern (see
Fig. 4.1). Red contour lines: the shape of Gaussian predictions to 1 standard deviation. Blue contour
lines (lower left): the shape of the input Gaussians to 1 standard deviation. Black dots: the actual
spikes from the DVS128 recording.
After training on 33 seconds of laser motion data, which included approximately 15 oscillations
of the laser pointer, the network was fed with a segment of unseen data (around 1 second). Figure 4.9
plots the different elements in this study. The blacks dots are the raw events, the blue contours are the
Gaussian events of testing the unseen data and the red contours are the predicted Gaussian events. All
contours show the Gaussian to 1 standard deviation. From the initial presentation of the unseen data,
the predictions of the network were aggregated. Note that it was not required for the network to see
all testing data before making predictions. It predicts as soon as the first testing Gaussian event was
presented and continues to predict as more events were made available. To avoid confusion, the graph
only shows the predictions after the testing data, otherwise, there would be red contours overlapping
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the blue contours at the bottom section of the graph. The SNN reliably predicted the future 5 seconds
of movement of the laser dot after the testing data. This is depicted by the red contours closely
following the pattern of the black dots.
4.5.2 Iterative prediction
Fig. 4.10: Predicting future motion with the iterative one-step-ahead neural network. An iterative network was
trained on the moving laser pattern (see Fig. 4.1) which has been converted into frames and then
approximated with Gaussians. Red contour lines: the shape of Gaussian predictions to 1 standard
deviation. Blue contour lines: the shape of the input Gaussians to 1 standard deviation. Black dots:
the actual data events.
For comparison, a second network architecture was implemented based on the traditional
time series approach of predicting the value of the next input. The technique uses a recurrent
mechanism—iteratively feeding the prediction for the next time step into the input for the subsequent
prediction (Fig. 4.8 bottom).
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To compare the prediction performances of the SNN (direct) and the iterative approaches, a
traditional iterative prediction network was trained on the same laser pointer data. Iterative networks
are usually fixed time step based, so the data was processed into frames by accumulating all spikes
within 100ms intervals. A Gaussian was then fitted to each frame, forming a Gaussian frame sequence
comparable to its event counterpart. The network was trained with the same segment of the data as
in the direct prediction network to predict the next time step in the form of a Gaussian. The learning
mechanism for adapting the Gaussians was as described in Section 4.4, i.e., the same as that of the
direct prediction network. During testing, at each time step, the network predicted the next Gaussian
event a time step ahead, which then was fed back into the network and became part of the subsequent
input sequence.
This iterative prediction can be continued for as long as required. Figure 4.10 plots the prediction
results. The black dots are the underlying raw data events, the blue contours show the Gaussian
approximation of the framed version of the data, and the red contours are the Gaussian of the
prediction in frames, with each prediction fed back into the network as an input. The prediction
at the first turn of the laser pointer (at around 41 sec) generally follows the laser dot trajectory, but the
prediction accuracy deteriorates after that.
4.5.3 Error comparison
Both the direct and iterative neural networks were trained on 33 seconds of the data (each network
using its corresponding pre-processed inputs), then tested with 1.1 seconds of previously unseen
input data which consists of 20 Gaussian events. Five seconds of the predicted outputs were used
for comparison. Each neuron in the direct network was initialised with 10 dendrites and 20 axonal
branches. The iterative network was initialised with 10 dendrites (equal to an input sequence of 10
frames), but only one axonal branch for predicting the next time step (see Table 4.1 for network
settings). For comparison with the source data stream, 10,000 points were sampled from each
network’s predicted future distributions. The sampled points and the raw data were binned into
discrete time bins of 200ms and discrete x position bins of 8 pixels, forming a 25x16 grid (the variation
in the y axis was ignored as the laser dot motion was restricted to the x axis). Each cell in the grid was
then represented by the event count of that cell. The prediction error of a cell en,x,t , of network model
n at position bin x and time bin t, was calculated as follows:
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en,x,t = abs(pn,x,t− pa,x,t)wn,x,t (4.8)
where pn,x,t is the normalised prediction results of the network model n at cell(x, t); pa,x,t is that
of the actual data events; and w is the weight of the error of a cell, calculated as the ratio of the





To prevent undue skew in the weights, the maximum weight was capped at 50. Prediction errors
for both networks were calculated over time and averaged over the 20 test cases (see Fig. 4.11).
Fig. 4.11: Prediction errors over time for two contrasting paradigms (average of 20 test cases). Direct predic-
tion paradigm (blue): The errors remain low throughout the entire prediction. Iterative prediction
paradigm (red): Initially good with an increasing trend over time.
The error of the direct model remained low and was consistent over time. The iterative model
showed a comparable error performance over the first 200ms, but then consistently increased with
time. The contrast between direct and iterative prediction paradigms illustrates the sensitivity of the
iterative paradigm to prediction error in the earlier steps, with errors in past predictions propagated
to subsequent predictions. It also shows that the direct multi-step paradigm is consistent throughout
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prediction. The slight downward trend of the prediction error of the direct network is due to increasing
sparsity of the prediction at later times. In other words, the performance measure favours sparse
predictions over dense predictions that cover a large area.
4.5.4 Application to self-motion data
The direct prediction SNN was also tested with another data set which was generated by a DVS
mounted robot moving toward and away from a ball (M2a from the UQ CIS-DVS data sets, see
Chapter 3). This self-motion data involves whole field motion, which is more complicated than the
linear motion of the laser dot used in the previous example. The data was pre-processed as described
in Section 4.3, but with smaller scaled Gaussians and with both positive and negative events. 43.13
seconds of the input data was used as training. The dendrites and axonal branches of this network had
one more parameter indicating if they were trained to learn a positive or a negative Gaussian event.
The polarity parameter was set when a neuron or an axonal branch was born and remained unchanged
since. After training, 0.66 seconds of unseen data was fed into the network as test cases, and after
the test data, the prediction results were aggregated. Figure 4.12 plots the comparison between the
raw data (left) and the prediction results (right). Red dots represent positive events while black dots
represent negative events. Red and black contours show the predicted positive and negative Gaussian
events, respectively, to 1 standard deviation. Blue contours show those of the testing data. By visual
inspection, the network predicted the long-term future of both positive and negative events fairly well,
especially with only a very short period of testing data.
4.6 Benefits and problems with the new SNN and Gaussian
events
This chapter presented a new approach to prediction using SNNs with re-represented inputs and
augmented neurons with dendritic and axonal computation. The new designs have both benefits and
drawbacks.
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Fig. 4.12: Prediction results of the direct prediction SNN with self-motion data (DVS moving toward and away
from a ball). Left: raw data events, red dots for positive events and black for negative. Right: red
contours are positive predicted Gaussian events and black contours are negative predicted Gaussian
events; blue contours are those of the test data. All contours show the Gaussians to 1 standard
deviation. Comparing left and right, the network predicted the trajectories of both positive and
negative events relatively well.
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4.6.1 Using distributions to represent inputs and an SNN that processes
distribution events
The nature of neuromorphic sensors such as the DVS128 is fundamentally different from the
traditional camera, one being event-based while the other is frame-based. Traditional visual
processing paradigms are not suitable for direct application to event-based data. New processing
paradigms are needed to better realise the advantages of event-based data. I have developed an
event-based scale-free data structure involving Gaussians that can sample any degree of precision
in time and space, free from fixed step sizes of a spatial or temporal grid.
The distribution of the events generated by the DVS128 can be viewed as a spatiotemporal density
function. This density function is represented as a set of Gaussians in this new data structure, which
can be scaled from one Gaussian per spike, at the most detailed level, to a single Gaussian for the
entire spacetime stream, with any mixture of Gaussians in between. These Gaussians can have varying
spatial and temporal scales, and the covariance of each Gaussian can be parameterised differentially
along the spatial and temporal axes. Such re-represented data forms an event stream in its own right,
with the advantage of greatly reducing the number of events and enabling mixtures of differentially
scaled spacetime events.
The hidden neurons modelled in the SNN introduced in this chapter differ from conventional
spiking neurons by adding a temporal component to the dendrites and axonal branches. This allows
the learning of scale-free timing information and the simultaneous prediction of multiple future
events. In such a paradigm, predictions are not required for a fixed number of future time steps.
Predictions are only available where and when a prediction can be made. The Gaussian parameters
of the dendrites and axonal branches can be seen as similar to synaptic weights in traditional neural
networks. They affect the signal received by the neurons and are learned during training. One of these
parameters, the time variable in the mean vector of a Gaussian, plays a key role in multiple timescale
processing and prediction.
The goal of this SNN model is to learn the temporal structures of an event-based sequence and
predict how spacetime events are related to each other. Temporal information is represented in the
time delays of the dendrites (the time variables among the dendrites’ Gaussian parameters), as each
time delay encodes the temporal position of its associated distribution in relation to other distributions
in the same dendritic tree. Each dendrite is free to encode the temporal scale that best suits the
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events it is trained on, providing great flexibility in learning temporal structures in a time step-free
environment.
In contrast to traditional models of dendrites as passive structures, the main role of which is
propagating signals, the dendrites in this study have considerable computational ability. In this
model, active dendritic computation is postulated as a spatiotemporal sequence of memory. The
time delays of the dendrites are implemented as delays placed on computation rather than on
transmission, contrasting with conventional models [131–134]. The axonal model used in this
network is an extension of dendritic computation. Combining the use of time delays with dendritic and
axonal computation is the key mechanism that makes learning event-based multi-timescale sequences
possible.
When applied to real data recorded from the DVS128, this model successfully predicted future
events with high accuracy. Arguably, the data used in this study is very simple, only consisting of a
single object with a simple oscillating trajectory. Although not demonstrated, the network should
be able to handle multiple trajectories by training different sets of hidden neurons to learn each
trajectory. For complex real world scenes with multiple objects, pre-processing the data with multiple
smaller Gaussians would be more suitable to enable segmenting individual objects and the features
of complex objects. Smaller Gaussians could also help to identify atmospheric noise which tends to
be uncorrelated with other motion in scenes. The new SNN model is not limited to processing data
from the DVS camera. Any data that can be converted to a spacetime sequence of events could be
processed.
4.6.2 Potential improvements to this model
This network shows promising results when predicting the laser dot dataset. However, the model
design is still at a preliminary stage and there are many aspects that could be improved and further
explored:
• The laser dot data and the self-moving spiky ball data were selected deliberately as simple
demonstrations of the Gaussian event-based network model. Studies will be done with more
complex data, such as multiple moving objects and other complex self-moving scenes.
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• Currently, the dendrites learn the most recent sequences. Future extensions should enable them
to learn a sequence sampled from multiple non-consecutive time points. Growing, pruning and
merging branches based on the information encoded by each branch could help to evolve a
more elegant network structure.
• In the current system, processing is updated with input events, potentially causing mismatches
with the learned delays of the dendrites. Updating time points could be dynamically generated,
such as by a pseudo-event that corresponds to dendritic delays.
4.7 Conclusion
This chapter introduced a distribution-based timescale-free and grid-free data representation where
the event stream is converted to a Gaussian event stream. This placed a focus on how the events are
distributed in the spatiotemporal volume in relation to each other, rather than focusing on individual
events. A novel model of a spiking neuron with explicitly learnable delays on the dendrites, combined
with dendritic and axonal computation, was designed to predict the long-term future. The model
was tested with real data with favourable results, demonstrating that it can efficiently and effectively
connect pasts and futures represented as event streams which have multiple time scales.
5Thinking in light cones: A speed-based
metric for processing DVS event data
5.1 Introduction to motion cones in event-based processing
5.1.1 Motion in DVS data
The DVS is a “shoot-what-changes” visual processing approach [137] as it captures luminosity
changes with its arrays of sensors. What causes these changes of brightness? In the setting of a
static scene being filmed with a stationary DVS, almost no events will be generated after the initial
moment of exposing the scenery to the camera. There may, however, be some noise events captured
depending on how the objects reflect light. In the majority of cases, the changes of lighting, and hence
the production of events, are the results of movements: moving objects, a moving camera, moving
light sources or some combination of these. The DVS approach is described as “if it moves, shoot
it” [137]. This highlights the fact that it is actually capturing motion in the environment. To have a
better understanding of the nature of event data and their underlying spatiotemporal relationship, a
new analytical approach focusing on the source of event creation—motion—is needed.
When motions are discussed in this chapter, this refers to motions caused by the movement of
objects, the camera, or both, but not by movement of the light sources. Moving light sources do not
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usually happen in DVS data unless this is deliberately done. Accidentally moving or blocking the
light sources are seen as recording errors. They only serve to distract, or to confuse the information
captured in the videos. No videos used in this chapter contain changing light sources.
5.1.2 Extracting motions and constructing motion cones
DVS event data comprises points existing instantaneously in spacetime. To extract motion from DVS
events, this thesis proposes a method based on Minkowski’s spacetime and the concept of the light
cone [138, 139]. In physics, the speed of light c dictates how far light can travel in any direction in
space in a given amount of time. At a given time, the reach into the future of a given light source in
space is bounded by c. As the reach of the light source expands over time, a 4D cone in spacetime
is formed (see Fig. 5.1 top). The edge of the cone indicates where it is possible for the light emitted
from the light source to reach. Similarly, a light cone existed in the past and bounded all possible
other light sources in the past that could have emitted a light to reach this current light source. In
other words, given an apex event, its future light cone encapsulates future events that could have
been influenced by the apex event. Similarly, its past light cone encapsulates past events that could
have influenced the apex event, giving definition to causality. The path of an object moving through
spacetime is called its world line; the idea of a light cone can be borrowed to identify possible world
lines of this object travelling in the past and future. A DVS data stream consists of events resulting
from moving objects. A light cone based concept can be applied to help understand the relation of
the events—for each individual event, the concept can identify other events that are possibly caused
by the same source in the future and the past, and rule out those with no causal link.
Instead of using the speed of light, the speed of an object relative to the camera is used to construct
the cones. As the speed of an object reflects the underlying motion, the resulting cones are called
motion cones (see Fig. 5.1 bottom). In an event-based data stream, actual movements of objects
cannot be directly observed, and hence the speed of objects cannot be directly calculated for building
motion cones. The world line of an object, however, can be inferred by the trail of events generated
by its movement. The exact calculation details can be found in Section 5.3.
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Fig. 5.1: Light cones vs motion cones. Left: Past and future light cones show the causation of a flash of light
in spacetime. A 3D version (in 2D space with time) is shown here instead of a 4D version. Right:
Using past and future motion cones to identify events (and the underlying objects) that are possible
from the same world lines as the current event (a world line is the path of an object moving through
spacetime). [Source: Adaptation based on many online forms of the intersecting 2-cone view of
Minkowski spacetime. Exact original source unknown, for an early source see [139]
]
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5.1.3 Feasibility of the motion cone and introduction to the rest of this
chapter
Traditional theories of early visual processing are based on centre-surround receptive fields. In
contrast, using the concept of a motion cone, receptive fields in the early stages of vision processing
could be based on fragments of world lines which capture the changes in spacetime and are
speed-based rather and space-based. Computationally, motion cone based receptive fields have
the potential to be highly efficient as they can be calculated directly from sets of sensed events,
independent of temporal frames and spatial grids. Every pair of events can be redescribed in terms
of the speed that would be required for an object to have generated both events. Such potential
speeds could be used to define a transformed space (analogous to a Hough transform [140]) which
constitutes a basic function for motion cones. Similarly to raw DVS events, such speeds have the
attractive features of being both timescale-free and grid-free. Motion cone based receptive fields can
be used with a range of traditional clustering algorithms to group events in DVS data streams.
In the remainder of this chapter, a model of motion cones is presented, together with a work
flow based on this model for investigating the characteristics of motions in DVS data. The clustering
and visualisation of motion cones are used to discover structures among the objects present in the
environment. The studies of motion cones in this chapter show that in simple object motion, clustered
using a speed-based distance function, can resemble the results generated from space-based distance
functions. Studying motion cones can also help reveal an underlying object structure that is not easily
observed from the traditional space-based calculation. Towards the end of this chapter, a neuron
model is introduced that detects, computes and predicts in motion cones. This model gives a concrete
example of how a bio-inspired algorithm can be applied to motion cones.
5.2 Different approaches in handling timing in event-based data
5.2.1 Frame-based approach
Traditional cameras are frame-based with fixed time intervals in between the frames. The frame-based
approach (Fig. 5.2 top) was used in earlier DVS research. Processing DVS event data with a
frame-based approach involves first dividing the data stream into shorter blocks with a predetermined
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Fig. 5.2: Contrasting views of spacetime: frames vs accumulation vs motion cones. Top: Classic frame-based
approach. Time is partitioned into fixed intervals, with a slice of time chosen to represent the present
moment; here t = 2ms. Algorithms that transform event-based DVS data to fixed time frames process
events within successive time slices, resulting in correspondence problems between frames. Middle:
Accumulation. The instantaneous present moment includes sensors/pixels each with a different ac-
cumulation of recent past events. Bottom: Minkowski spacetime. Time and space are connected by
speed, with each event having its own past and future motion cones. The cones show the region of
spacetime where the correspondence is likely.
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time span. The events within each block are then combined, which can be done by simply assigning
a pixel with the value of 1 if there exist any events at that pixel within the block and 0 otherwise.
Alternatively, each pixel is assigned a normalised average, taking into account of multiple events
appearing in the same pixel within a block. Each block of events is then converted into a single image
and the time differences between events within a block are typically omitted, resulting in a loss of
temporal precision.
These spatial snapshots are similar to that produced by traditional frame-based video. The
advantage of such partitioning is that the subsequent analysis of DVS events can draw on traditional
algorithms for vision processing which are based on spatial relations within each frame. For example,
if clusters or neighbours need to be located, the simple spatial distance between (x, y) coordinates can
be used.
5.2.2 Accumulation-based approaches
As opposed to the frame-based approach in which all pixels in a frame encapsulate events within
a fixed time interval, accumulation-based approaches (Fig. 5.2 middle) are methods in which each
pixel integrates events within a time period in the past, each to their own. This means pixels in
accumulation work independently from each other. However, they may be processed either together
or asynchronously. There are many different ways to accumulate or integrate events, one example is
to use the average number of events at a pixel over a certain time period. Extra timing information
can be incorporated by using a time-weighted average.
Many accumulation-based approaches are applied to neuron networks where each pixel is
represented by a neuron. At these neurons, accumulation takes place in an integrate-and-fire form.
As an integrate-and-fire input neuron detects an event, its membrane potential is increased. If that
membrane potential passes a threshold, it will fire and trigger further processing at the next layer
of the network. These integrate-and-fire neurons may also incorporate a leaky mechanism which is
where a neuron’s membrane potential is slowly reduced due to its inaction. The leaky mechanism
creates an effect akin to “forgetting” old inputs and putting more weight onto recent inputs.
Accumulation-based approaches are a more sophisticated way to process event-based input
compared to frame-based approaches as timing has a stronger and more meaningful effect on event
processing. Furthermore, individual pixel accumulation allows for asynchronous processing as events
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are made available. This makes the algorithm event-based, which means it is of the same nature as
the DVS.
One limitation of such a method is that just looking at one pixel of a DVS camera does not
provide much information. Further processing methods—for example, multiple layers of neurons in
the case of a neuron network—are needed to process patterns across neighbouring pixels. In addition,
accumulation-based approaches are poor in handling jittering and noise, as these properties are best
picked up by looking at event patterns across space and time while accumulation focuses heavily on
individual pixels. Space and time are also processed separately, with time being handled as continuous
in nature and space being divided into discrete grids.
5.2.3 Speed-based approach
Motion is the key source of information in DVS event data. Motion can be extracted by studying
how events change in space over time. The irregular and yet precise timing information inherent in
DVS data captures the raw characteristics of changes in the environment. This information provides
evidence of how events are related to each other as the objects to which they correspond travel through
spacetime.
A frame-based approach can create problems when extracting motion is the goal of the data
processing. Not only is the timing information lost, grouping events into frames magnifies the effect
of noise events. This is because a pixel containing noise is treated the same as a pixel containing
useful events. Furthermore, if an overlapped time window is used in grouping events into frames, the
resulting frames contain redundant information.
Both noise and redundant pixels are distractors in downstream processing to extract moving
objects such as via correspondence algorithms. The higher the frame rate, the more the distraction. A
frame-based approach is not suited for motion-focused processing.
While accumulation-based approaches incorporate the timing information into their processing
of events at the initial input stage, timing is usually used as a weighting factor and the exact timing
information is lost. The timing information is also not processed in relation to the spatial information,
making extracting motion difficult.
One way to extract motion is to find events that have correlated causes and use the implied world
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lines to reflect causality in spacetime. Causality in this context means that the events are caused by
the same underlying object moving through spacetime. Inspired by Minkowski’s light cone, each
event is centred with two motion cones—one past and one future. These are constructed by choosing
a boundary speed that in turn defines the edge of the motion cones (Fig. 5.2 bottom). The motion
cones represent spacetime volume. Events that fall within them are of relatable speeds to the apex
event. These vectors of speeds show the regions of spacetime where world lines leave their traces.
With this view of an event stream, the computation of the event data does not need fixed time steps
nor the integration of events at specific pixels. This event-centric representation provides a relatively
simple basis for the analysis of streams of seemingly unrelated events.
5.3 Constructing motion cones
The concept of the light cone helps define causation. It shows that two events cannot possibly have
been generated by the same object if, in order to generate both events, the object would have needed
to travel with a speed greater than the speed of light.
Analogously with the DVS data, events cannot be from the same source if the underlying speed
travelled exceeds a certain speed limit. For example, simultaneous events are not of the same source
since that would require an infinite underlying speed. Note that it is possible for two events from
the same object to be simultaneous, but they would not have been from the same source on that
object. Using the speed of light as the speed limit does not apply to the context of DVS data. Other
ways to define the speed that bounds causation in DVS data are needed. Minkowski’s light cones are
formed by calculating the possible region that light can traverse when emitted from a light source in
spacetime. With interval d between the point of light origin and another point in spacetime given by:
d2 = ∆x2+∆y2+∆z2− c2∆t2 (5.1)
where ∆x, ∆y and ∆z are the difference between the corresponding Cartesian coordinates; c is the
speed of light and ∆t is the difference in time between the given points.
In DVS data, the silicon retina is two dimensional and hence the formula can be reduced to:
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d2 = ∆x2+∆y2− c2∆t2 (5.2)
As events in a DVS stream correspond to the movement of objects, rather than light, s is used to
indicate the speed of motion:
d2 = ∆x2+∆y2− s2λ 2∆t2 (5.3)
where s is the average speed between events and λ is a scaling factor related to the units of time,
defining the ratio between the spatial and temporal units.
Minkowski’s light cone bounds the horizon of spacetime and can be calculated by setting the
spacetime intervals to zero in Equation 5.1, which gives the surface of a 4D cone. Similarly, the set
of events on the boundary of a motion cone in Equation 5.3 can be calculated by solving:






For numerical stability, with the possible division of very large or small numbers, this logarithm
is used:
log2 s = log2
√
∆x2+∆y2− log2 |λ∆t| (5.5)
For each event, its speed in relation to other events (relative speed) can be calculated using
Equation 5.4 (or 5.5) and the boundary speed that bounds the motion cone can be chosen among
these speeds. For example, focusing on an apex event with all the relative speeds between all other
events and this apex event calculated, the average or the median of these speeds can be used as the
boundary speed. Alternatively, the boundary speed can be chosen around the most frequent relative
speed. The boundary speed controls how big the motion cone is and, in turn, limits how many events
are to be encapsulated within it.
These examples of choosing the boundary speed are just quick ways to decide upon a speed with
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no prior knowledge or special requirement. The average speed is easy to calculate and does not
require any decision to be made on the number of events to be included. However, the average speed
could be skewed by noise or outliers. The median speed always includes half of the events, regardless
of the speed distribution. However, this is less flexible and may include a lot of noise in cases where
the informative events happen to be with a higher relative speed. Choosing around the most frequent
relative speed allows the inclusion of the majority of the useful events but this can result in large
motion cones.
Different choices produce different motion cones and it is up to the users to choose a method
based on their own preferences, considering the data characteristics and the overall purposes of the
exercise. Once a boundary speed is defined, a past and a future motion cones can be formed. Events
that fall within the motion cones are deemed to be of the same world lines with the apex event.
Using log-speed can be problematic when any of the arguments of the two logarithmic functions
on the right hand side of Equation 5.5 are zero. The first situation is when ∆x = ∆y = 0, from the
events located at the central axis of the motion cone. Another situation is when ∆t = 0, meaning that
events are captured at the exact same time. Due to the time precision and the asynchronous nature of
the DVS’s sensors themselves, this should not be at all common. However, it is possible in the case
of multiple stationary objects or large objects.
During analysis, if it is not appropriate or favourable to ignore the events in these problematic
cases, some special values can be assigned to these particular cases to allow the calculation to be
carried on. For the case where the relative distance between an event and the apex event is 0, a value
that is smaller than the minimum value of all relative speeds should be assigned. This choice of value
is due to the fact that the distance being 0 means the relative speed is also 0, so at the centre-most point
of the motion cone the log-speed should be at the minimum. For events that have no time difference
with the apex event, they cannot be of the same world line as the apex event. In this case, their speed
and log-speed should be assigned with a value that is beyond the maximum of all relative speeds, in
order to place them as far outside the motion cone as possible. As a result, these events will almost
certainly be filtered out after a boundary speed is chosen.
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5.4 Motion cone studies with DVS data
Relative motion on a silicon retina encompasses both stationary and moving sensors. Compared
to a stationary camera, moving cameras result in videos with more levels of depth and whole field
relationships between events. Videos from both ways to record motion are presented in this section
to demonstrate how the motion cone can be of use in analysing DVS data.
5.4.1 Spiky ball: self-moving camera with a static object
This study utilised the DVS video M2b from the UQ CIS-DVS Benchmark Data Sets (see Chapter
3), a video that was recorded with a mobile robot mounted DVS moving with respect to a static spiky
ball. A short trial (4065ms) featuring the DVS mounting robot moving away from the ball with it
diminishing in size from the camera’s perspective was the focus in this example (Fig. 5.3). The
motion to be studied was an egocentric one, insofar as the world changes in relation to the movement
of the camera.
Although the video was only 4 seconds long, many of the events were noise. To reduce this
noise, isolated events with no other events within a 3x3 pixel neighbourhood and 10ms duration were
removed. This de-noising method was chosen under the assumption that meaningful events in video
focusing on big objects tended to appear in clusters. Each of the remaining events was then treated
in turn as an apex event, with the relative log-speeds between each event (Equation 5.5, λ = 1 unless
specified) and all other events calculated. Each event had an array of relative speeds. A speed matrix
was formed by combining the arrays from all the events, where a cell (i, j) in a speed matrix contained
the relative log-speed between event i and event j.
A boundary speed log2 s = 3.7 was chosen from the speed distribution obtained from the speed
matrix as the defining edge of the past and future motion cones, which symbolises the event horizons.
For every event i, if the absolute value of the relative log-speed between i and another event j is higher
than s, then event j is not within the past or future motion cone. In this example, the boundary speed
value was decided for ease of demonstration. The speed of 3.7 encapsulated a number of events that
could be displayed clearly on a 2D graph. Figure 5.5 (A) visualises the resulting motion cones. An
apex event chosen at random is marked in red, the events that lie on the edge of the motion cones are
dark blue and the events that are within the motion cones are light blue. Events within a future motion
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Fig. 5.3: An example of egocentric DVS data. (A): DVS mounted on a robot moving away from a spiky ball;
(B): The ball diminishes in size with time; (C) Accumulated DVS video taken by the setup in (A).
Each dot shows a sensor event ignoring polarity. The blue arrow in (A) shows the direction of motion
of the robot, and in (B) and (C) it indicates the direction of motion as presented in (A) along the time
axis. As time passed the camera moved backward.
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Fig. 5.4: Each event has an array of relative speeds between all other events and itself. A speed matrix can be
formed by joining these arrays together.
cone are events that the apex event could have travelled to. The events within a past motion cone are
those that the apex event could have come from.
In contrast, Figure 5.5 (B) shows the conventional method of finding relevant events using
Euclidean distance which is a neighbourhood calculation. Neighbourhood metrics tend to group
events that are local in space and time.
5.4.2 Dots on screen: Two objects moving at different speeds with a static
camera
To further illustrate how motion cones can be used in more complicated scenes, this second example
used the DVS video S2a from the UQ CIS-DVS Benchmark Data Sets (see Chapter 3) where two
circular dots were moving on a screen at different speeds and this was recorded by a stationary DVS.
Part of the data was omitted to simulate the occlusion of an object behind a stationary obstacle, such
as a fence, to increase the difficulty in identifying relationships between events.
The construction of motion cones followed the same procedure as introduced in the previous
section, by first calculating the relative speeds between an apex event and all the other events, then a
boundary speed was chosen based on the relative speed distribution. The motion cones can be further
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Fig. 5.5: Visualisation and analysis of motion cones. (A) Event (red star) and motion cone edge (dark blue) and
interior (light blue) (boundary speed s = 3.7); (B) Event (red star) and nearest neighbours
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refined if more information about the content of the event stream is known. Using this DVS video
as an example, as it is known that the objects recorded are moving at some unknown constant speeds
(with each object moving at a different speed), it can be assumed that events from the same objects
would have similar relative speeds to each other. Events with outlying relative speeds in both the
upper and lower ends of the speed distribution can be safely excluded from the motion cones as they
would not have been in the same world lines as the apex events. Therefore in this example, for each
apex event, there are two boundary speeds, an upper bound and a lower bound, for defining its past
and future motion cones. Events with relative speeds that fall in between the two boundary speeds are
considered to be within the motion cone.
Figure 5.6 (A) shows the future motion cones of two apex events (marked red). Events that fall
inside the motion cone of one apex event are dark green and those that fall into the motion cone of the
other apex event are light blue. The two motion cones were constructed with two boundary speeds
each ([-1.5 -0.7] and [-2.3, -1.9]), and these motion cones, based on apex events from the two objects,
clearly identified their individual long-term trajectories. The upper and lower boundary speeds for
each apex event are chosen (for visualisation purposes) independently from those of the other events,
based on the distribution of the relative speed array for each apex event. In comparison, events were
also grouped together using a local spacetime distance metric (Euclidean, Fig. 5.6 (B)), which shows
that the neighbourhood structure could not distinguish between events associated with either of the
two objects.
The analysis so far has demonstrated the information which motion cones can reveal. It is,
however, unrealistic to visually inspect the motion cones of every single event in a DVS video stream.
A mass processing procedure that can identify useful relationships between events is more desirable.
The speed matrix provides complete information about the events related to each other in motion.
Once the boundary speed is defined, an event can be described by the relative motions of the other
events in their motion cones. In this thesis, this is called the motion cone structure. Events can then
be grouped based on the similarity of their motion cone structures, as these events are likely to have a
common source, such as pertaining to the same moving object or to the correlated background motion.
To convert the speed matrix into one in which only the motion cone structure of each event is
left, the events that are outside the motion cones need to be filtered out. One simple method is to
first adjust all the speed so that the boundary speed now sits at 0. This can be quickly calculated by
subtracting the boundary speed from all values if the boundary speed is positive, or by adding the
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Fig. 5.6: Motion cone analysis of 2 objects moving at different speeds. (A) De-noised accumulated DVS events
of 2 circles moving on a screen with different speeds. The motion cones of two apex events (marked
by red stars) are shown in blue and green. These motion cones isolate the two objects over time
fairly well. (B) In comparison, neighbourhoods based on spacetime distances do not separate the
moving objects. (C) Dendrogram showing clusters over the speed matrix. (D) Top 3 branches of the
dendrogram in (C), with colours corresponding to the events in (C). The objects are separated clearly,
with events related to the red object (the faster moving one) isolated for the whole stream through time,
while the slower moving object was broken into two clusters at the point of collision. (E) Clustering
with spacetime distance, the events are grouped into segments that mixed the two objects together.
The different colours represent different groups identified by using local spacetime distance.
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absolute value of the boundary speed to all values if it is negative. After adjustment, all the events
that are outside the motion cones have positive speeds. These speeds can then all be set to 0 so that
they do not interfere with any analysis of the events inside the motion cones (Fig. 5.7). Each row
of the speed matrix now only consists of the motion cone structure of the apex event, and similarity
metrics can be used to group these events.
In this example the speed matrix was processed using a boundary speed of 0 to keep the
demonstration simple. Boundary speed ranges were only used earlier for demonstrating the
application of a motion cone to individual apex events. Then a hierarchical cluster structure, a
dendrogram in particular, was used to demonstrate how identifying events with a similar motion cone
structure could be useful. Figure 5.6 (C) is a dendrogram showing clusters of the events plotted in
Figure 5.6 (A). A dendrogram is a tree-like structure that allows different levels of investigation. The
hierarchical organisation of the events was formed using linkage with the average distance between











where nr is the number of objects in cluster r, ns is the number of objects in cluster s, xri is the
ith event in cluster r, and xs j is the jth event in cluster s. The dist function uses Euclidean distance
to determine the distance between the motion structure of event xri (the corresponding row array in
the processed speed matrix) and that of event xs j. Starting with each event having its own cluster,
the algorithm first used Equation 5.6 to determine the nearest two clusters, then combined these two
clusters into a new cluster, and then continued the search of the next nearest two clusters until all
clusters were joined.
To verify that the clusters are meaningfully grouped events, different branches of the dendrogram
are selected (Fig. 5.6 (C)) and their corresponding events are plotted with the same colour (Fig. 5.6
(D)). The dendrogram shows a clear hierarchical structure. The high-level branches cluster events
from the same objects throughout their trajectories with a long range of time (the green and red). The
tree structure of the dendrogram provides a flexible and scale-free way to inspect how the events are
related. It is easily adjustable to specific analysis needs. In comparison, clustering events with simple
local spacetime distance (Fig. 5.6 (E)) segments event groups in time and does not identify the motion
trajectories of the two objects well.
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Fig. 5.7: Step-by-step demonstration of converting a speed matrix to one that only includes events within the
motion cone. During the implementation, Steps 1 and 2 can be easily combined.
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5.4.3 Track with circles on walls: Self-moving robot in an enriched
environment
The previous examples within a simple environment demonstrate how motion cones can be used
to identify potentially related events. Typical data from self-motion is more complex, with stimuli
moving in all directions on the retina. This third example was extracted from a video with a DVS
mounted on a robot navigating a confined track with random sized dots on all the walls (Fig. 5.8 (A)),
M1a from the UQ CIS-DVS Benchmark Data Sets (see Chapter 3). The extracted section included a
single trial of the robot reversing along the track. The event stream was used without any de-noising
or omission of data (Fig. 5.8 (B)).
As in the previous examples, to illustrate how motion cones look in the current data set, three
random events were selected as apex events from different circles on a wall, and their motion cones
were defined with the boundary speed ranges [-4 -3.3], [-5.5 -4] and [-5 -4] (chosen for visualisation
purposes). As plotted in Figure 5.8 (C), the motion cones of these apex events show clear trajectories
of the individual circles as the robot moved. This is an encouraging result. Given that the environment
was very noisy and the trajectories of the circles overlapped, it is hard for even humans to separate
individual circles when watching the event stream.
Clustering the events based on their motion cone structures, as described in the last section,
resulted in the dendrogram presented in Figure 5.8 (D). Inspecting the resulting dendrogram at
different depths reveals different levels of structures in the environment (Fig. 5.8 (E)), from a single
shape to a large wall panel and floor.
This example illustrates that raw motion cones can provide a powerful grouping principle, even in
complex scenes. As in the real world, how objects are related to each other depends on the situation.
In some cases, one may focus on a single dot on a wall. In others, understanding the general structure
of the environment is desired without needing to know the fine details. Clustering motion cones and
creating a dendrogram provides a flexible way to inspect different levels of information, which in turn
allows an algorithm to dynamically adjust its attention to the world, based on the situation at hand,
without any predetermined information and recalculation.
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Fig. 5.8: Motion cone analysis of whole field motion. (A) The DVS was mounted on a mobile robot reversing
along a track with side and front panels covered with random sized circles. (B) The accumulated
events recorded by the DVS; lighter shades indicate earlier events. (C) Three basis events (marked
by red stars) and their motion cones, viewed from two perspectives. (D) Dendrogram produced by
clustering motion cones. (E) Events coloured according to the highlighted branches in (D). Different
clusters correspond to different features of the track, such as the side wall (green) and floor (purple);
while some finer features such as dot trajectories (red and blue) are also extracted.
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5.5 Neuron model that recognises motion cone patterns and
predicts future motion cones
Motion cones represent an alternative way of analysing an inter-event relationship in DVS videos.
Through motion cones, useful information, such as the types of motion of the underlying objects that
generated the events, or the hierarchical structure of these objects, can be extracted. Combining
motion cones with bio-inspired algorithms, such as neural networks in particular, can allow the
extraction of inter-event motion relationships to be conducted adaptively with minimum prior
knowledge of the content of the videos. Figure 5.9 illustrates a conceptual neuron model, the motion
cone neuron, which uses motion cones as its receptive volume, extracts speed information from the
events and predicts future motion. In contrast to the neural network model introduced in the last
chapter, this neuron model does not require the event data to be preprocessed. The neuron described
here is kept simple to demonstrate how motion cones can be used with SNNs.
Fig. 5.9: An illustrated neuron in which the dendrite detects an event pattern in a motion cone volume.
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Fig. 5.10: Each neuron can have different sized receptive fields, they can overlap with each other and do not
need to be strictly grid-based.
5.5.1 Overall neuron properties
A motion cone neuron has a spatial receptive field that covers a subsection of the DVS’s resolution.
Different neurons can have different sized spatial receptive fields and they can be overlapping (see
Fig. 5.10). To cover the whole 128x128 pixel space of a DVS, many motion cone neurons are needed.
The number of the neurons and their spatial arrangement are depended on the desired sensitivity of
the resulting neural network. Small receptive fields are for detecting fine spatial movements whereas
larger receptive fields are for coarser spatial movements. A mix of both, with many overlapping fields,
provides a “catch-all” coverage but has an increased computation cost.
A motion cone neuron detects event patterns in the past via a motion cone volume through its
dendrites and predicts future events as motion cones through its axons. Each neuron has a basis
location which is the shared apex of both the past and future motion cone. This location can be
anywhere in the continuous space, however, as the events all carry pixel-based coordinates it would
make sense to set the basis position to a grid-based (x, y) position.
Each neuron is responsible for detecting event patterns that suggest the translation of the
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movement of underlying objects or camera self-motion. The translation is from moving objects or
the apparent movement of scenery due to the self-moving camera. This results in a series of events
appearing and disappearing across space over time. To keep the example simple, each neuron only
handles one predetermined direction of transfer, left to right for example. Therefore only partial
motion cones are needed to detect past event patterns and predict future movement (the pink box in
the motion cones in Fig. 5.9).
Multiple neurons with the same basis location can exist to detect the movement in different
directions. If required, it is also possible to have multiple neurons with the same basis location
detecting the same motion direction but with different properties, such as the sizes of the spatial
receptive field, and the boundary speeds of the motion cones or particular event patterns. To cover all
possible motions, a large number of neurons are needed, resulting in a huge computational cost. One
solution is to have the neurons created on demand.
Other motions such as rotation, expansion or contraction can be detected based on how the
directional movements are related. For example, expansion can be implied if all the events are
“moving away”, that is an upward movement for the upper part of the object, a left to right movement
for the right side of the object etc. Details of extracting other higher level motions from the group
behaviours of motion cone neurons, with each only detecting a small volume of low-level motion, are
beyond the scope of this thesis.
5.5.2 Properties of different components
At dendrites
Each neuron has a dendritic tree with many branches which detect events that fall into a motion
cone-shaped spacetime volume (Fig. 5.9), particularly the section that corresponds to the direction of
motion that the neuron is assigned to detect. This partial motion cone spacetime volume is called a
detecting volume. How far a dendrite reaches back in time, td , is set based on the initial event pattern
learnt by this neuron (see next section for details) and td is adaptable. The shape of a motion cone is
defined by a boundary speed, sd (see next section for how to define it), that separates events that could
be from the same world line as the apex event and those that are not. An apex event is the event that
is happening now at the basis location of a motion cone neuron, which is also the event that triggers
the processing at the soma.
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Theoretically, there are a large number of dendritic branches so that the continuous detecting
volume is covered. However, for the ease of computation, only the branches that are used are being
modelled. When a dendritic branch detects an event, it generates a signal. The signals generated
by different branches are based on the spatial distance between the branches and the basis location.
The signal generated is not immediately sent to the soma. Instead, the branch holds the signal until
the soma processes it, then the signal slowly leaks linearly in proportion to the time it is being held.
Therefore, when the soma processes the signal, which is triggered when an event appears at the
neuron’s basis location, the signal is then equal to the distance of the detected event to apex event
over time, in other words, the relative speed. Figure 5.11 shows a graphic illustration of how the
dendrite works.
At soma
When the neuron’s dendrite detects an event at the basis location, it triggers the soma to sum all the
signals available from all the dendritic branches at that moment. If the sum of all these signals passes
a threshold, the neuron fires. The reason for choosing summation as the activation function is due to
its simplicity. One drawback is that a dense cluster of events with large relative speeds can push the
summation of signals past the threshold, making the neuron fire to a pattern that is not what it has
learnt. A potential solution is to require a specific temporal distribution of the events for a neuron to
fire.
At axon
An axon predicts the continuation of the motion detected by the dendrite. For example, if the dendrite
detects a left to right motion ending at the apex event and the soma fires as a result, the axon will
predict a left to right motion starting from the apex event. As there can be multiple motions following
from a recognised one, turning, for example, a neuron can have multiple axons with each predicting
a different motion. Each axon predicts in the form of a partial cone, similar to that detected by
the dendrites. An axon does not predict the exact locations of events, therefore it has adjustable
parameters, such as predicting time ta and boundary speed sa. Each axon is also given a weight which
indicates its prediction confidence. (See Fig. 5.12 for an illustration).
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Fig. 5.11: Illustrating how a neuron detects and fires to event pattern in motion cone volume. Top: When a
dendrite detects an event within its detecting volume, a signal is generated based on the distance
between the detected event and the neuron’s basis location. The signal is not immediately sent to
the soma and it leaks over time. Bottom: when a dendrite detects an event at the neuron’s basis
location, this triggers the soma to process all signals generated by the dendrite. At this moment
the signal would have been leaked in proportion to the time elapsed. Hence the signal at this time
can be calculated as the original signal (based on spatial distance) over the time elapsed, making it
effectively the relative speed between the two events. For numerical stability, a log2 version of the
signal should be used.
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Fig. 5.12: Illustrating how a neuron predicts in a motion cone volume. A neuron can have multiple axons,
each predicting a different motion cone volume. The axons predict the directions in the motion
cone volumes where future events are likely to appear (the pink area). Each axon has a weight that
indicates how confident its prediction has been.
5.5.3 Learning mechanism
Initialisation of a neuron
Initially, the network is empty. Neurons are born as they are needed. A neuron is recruited when an
event occurs but none of the neurons with the basis location around the (x,y) position of the event
fires or nearly fires. The network has access to the recent event history, where the size of the history
depends on the memory requirement of the algorithm. The direction that the newborn neuron will
be detecting is the best fitting direction from the events in the history. If a fit cannot be found, for
example, if the events are dispersed or there are only a few events available, no neuron will be born.
When a neuron is born, its td is defined by the time of the oldest event in the history, plus a
little extra to allow for event jittering in time. The neuron’s sd is set to a speed that encapsulates the
majority of the relative speeds between the recent events and the event that triggers the neuron to be
born. The initial threshold of the neuron’s soma is based on the total sum of the relative speeds within
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the triggering motion pattern. It is advised that the threshold should be set to be a proportion of the
total speed, depending on the desired sensitivity of the neuron. If the neuron should fire to a remotely
similarly pattern the threshold should be low, conversely, if the neuron should be precise about its
recognition, the threshold should be high. There is only one axonal branch when a neuron is first
recruited. Its ta and sa are the same of its td and sd . Its weight is 1 and its predicting motion direction
is the continuation of that of the dendrite.
Learning at dendrites
When the same neuron subsequently fires to the same motion, td is reduced. Reducing td tightens the
detecting volume and allows a faster response to rapid or easily distinguishable actions. The amount
of td reduced decreases as the neuron becomes more active (inversely proportional to the firing rate),
allowing the neuron to stabilise. When a neuron has just ignored an aggregation of signals that was
close to but did not pass the firing threshold, known as a near-fire situation, td increases by a small
amount to allow for possibly missing relevant events due to jittering in time or over tightening of td .
If multiple speeds of the same motion need to be detected, multiple neurons are used.
Updating sd is similar to the updating of td; when a neuron fires, its sd decreases by a small amount
to allow more precise pattern learning, as the smaller the sd the narrower the motion cone and hence
the smaller the detecting volume. If a neuron has not been firing for a period of time or has just
experienced a near-fire situation, its sd can be increased to allow for more potentially relevant events
to be detected.
Learning at soma
After the neuron fires, the threshold increases by a small amount. If the neuron has been inactive
or has experienced a near-fire situation, the threshold decreases by a small amount. The change in
threshold becomes smaller and smaller as the neuron fires more, so as to stabilise the neuron.
Learning at axon
The event stream itself holds the ground truth for the axons to learn from. After ta has passed since
the neuron fired or was born, the neuron has now seen what actually happened and can evaluate its
prediction. If the prediction is relatively correct, which can be judged by matching the ground truth
with the predicting partial motion cone, then only fine adjustments are needed. These adjustments
include moving the ta closer to the last event lying in the cone and changing sa to better represent the
event pattern (see how sd is updated). The weight of this axon branch will also be increased. If the
prediction is relatively wrong, the weight of this axon branch is decreased.
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If no axon branches have predicted correctly, a new branch will be spawned to capture the motion
of what has actually happened. The predicted motion direction of this new branch may not be the
continuation of that of the dendrite in cases of turning or collision. The new motion direction and its
ta and sa will be learnt from the ground truth.
5.6 Extensions, implications, and limitations of motion cones
5.6.1 Extensions: From speed to velocity
Direction is an informative feature when studying motion, however, the motion cone framework
proposed is based on speed rather than velocity and the burden of detecting the direction of motion
falls on the neural model. The preference of speed was chosen for the initial investigation because
a speed-based approach is agnostic to the types of motion present in an event stream. If the DVS is
mounted on a robot moving forward and backward, objects in the scene will expand and contract in
size with respect to the retina. If the robot is turning, or a rigid object is moving with respect to a
stationary DVS, other affine transformations such as directional movement would apply. A rotating
object, such as a spoke or a rim of a wheel, would exhibit a different cluster of velocities, and a
complex object could generate a variety of different transforms within a local region. A benefit of
using speed as the basis for clustering is that local clusters can exhibit different affine transformations,
which can subsequently be processed further.
Representations based on shared motions have the potential for a range of powerful preprocessing
transforms for non-standard images, such as transparent surfaces, non-contiguous constellations such
as the motion in a waterfall, or objects behind an occluding barrier such as a picket fence. The
motion shared between an object and its shadow may enable the grouping of shadows with their
corresponding objects prior to the identification of shape and other features.
If the motion in an event stream is known to be limited to translation, a simple change to Equation
5.4 replacing the scalar speed, s, with a vector, v, enables estimates of the average velocity between
pairs of events (v = [∆x/λ∆t;∆y/λ∆t]T ). Matrices of average velocities could then be used to create
velocity-based world lines and clustergrams based on similarity metrics for velocities rather than
speeds.
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5.6.2 Motion cones, biological vision, and Bayesian reasoning
The mammalian vision system has multiple visual areas, both cortical and sub-cortical, each
specialised for processing different facets of the visual stream [141]. The lateral geniculate nucleus
forms an early relay station between the retina and the visual cortex, and is sensitive to temporal
variation in luminance or contrast. In contrast, velocity computations, including the estimation of
speed and direction of motion, are generally believed to originate in the primary visual cortex.
The more numerous cells in the primary and secondary visual cortex are selective to a range of
other properties, including both orientation and direction selectivity. It is possible that computation
based on motion cones can combine both these properties and enable reconsideration of the required
computations at multiple stages of the visual pathway, preparatory to other cortical analyses.
In processing video data, the first step in tasks such as object tracking is to extract spatiotemporal
clusters. However, thinking in motion cones rather than blobs, spatial kernels can be extended to
receptive fields based on speed (and/or velocity). Using the motion cone framework, the first step in
dynamic vision processing would be the computation of motion cone receptive fields, which could be
achieved using the arrays of relative speed rather than position vectors. In the neuron model proposed,
each neuron detects event patterns with a motion cone receptive field.
The information transmitted by a neuron in the early visual system when computing local
motion cones could constitute fragments of world lines, which would contain inherent timing
information. Such a representation could be useful for a variety of later processing stages, including
motion-based figure-ground segregation, and the motion-based grouping of low-level features prior to
the computation of boundaries and shapes. A representation grounded in motion cones could provide
priors that support rapid solutions for a range of correspondence problems.
The motion cone framework is compatible with computational approaches for vision such as
Bayesian inference [142]. A key challenge for many Bayesian algorithms is to compute reasonable
estimates of prior probabilities. The speed matrix provides the exact frequency distribution of the
relative speed between events in an event stream. This frequency distribution can be used to calculate
a probability density function for objects indicated by the events. A dominating frequently appearing
speed range indicates that there is at least an object travelling in the scene; multiple frequently
appearing speed ranges give hints to the number of objects travelling at different speeds.
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Many existing DVS algorithms could be adapted to using motion cones. The motion cones would
need to be computed prior to integrating events into frames so that the average speeds and world
lines could be computed. If the events have already been grouped into time slices and the temporal
information retained, then small motion cones within the specific time interval could be computed.
For methods that process events online, progressive estimation could be used for motion cones and
online clustering.
5.6.3 Strengths and limitations of the motion cone framework
The motion cone approach is useful for clustering using speed distributions with the clustering metric.
However, forming clusters is not the ultimate goal of the method. The clustering examples provided in
this chapter demonstrate how the motion cones can be applied. Using motion cones provides greater
flexibility than tracking clusters of events. How events could be influencing each other at any time
points in the stream can be traced through timescale-free world lines, without the disadvantages of
frame-based distractors. By avoiding integration over specific pixels in the silicon retina, the size of
the motion cone can be adjusted at any point of analysis, providing more flexibility for understanding
the nature of the likely causal relations among events.
The current formulation of motion cones is not without limitations. To maintain a complete picture
of the evolution of events, the memory of the whole event stream is currently kept. Calculating
the all-to-all average speed relations between events has O(n2) space and time complexity. To
reduce computational cost, the motion cone framework could be combined with existing online
methods (e.g. [58]) by using a time window for active memory. This benefit is to be weighed
up against the disadvantage of limiting the durations of world lines which could be informative in
identifying structures or other long-lasting features in the environment. A variation could extend
the framework by only considering motion within a certain number of events. This improves
computational efficiency without limiting the framework to a predetermined timescale. This solution
has been adopted in this research for the motion cone neuron model. A second limitation is that the
parameter for calculating the boundaries of motion cones, λ , is predetermined (the default value is
set at λ = 1). However, in the simulated experiments described in this chapter, λ was not critical, as
the most frequent speeds were selected in the speed matrix, which enables effective relative analyses.
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5.6.4 Discussion on the speed-based neural model
The neural model introduced in this chapter is a preliminary pilot version, demonstrating how a
motion cone can be applied to SNN with a functional role. Due to the time constraints associated
with this thesis, the model was not implemented. I envisage that although some adjustments may be
required, the neural model, on the whole, is in a working form.
One remaining problem with the model is how to measure the accuracy of the prediction, which
drives the learning of the axons. The neuron detects raw events but predicts in a continuous
spatiotemporal volume. Consequently, a similarity measurement needs to be devised to compare
the two representations which are of different natures. One possible solution is to follow the method
used in Chapter 4 by sampling events from the predicted spatiotemporal volume and comparing this
sample to the “ground truth” on an event-to-event basis. The network can be extended in multiple
ways, such as having extra neurons that collate and analyse the firing patterns of the neurons that
detect translation and inferring other forms of movement from this information. Alternatively, other
types of neurons that are specialised in finding structure in the environment can be deployed. There
is great potential in applying motion cones to SNNs.
5.7 Conclusion
This chapter presented a speed-based approach for handling event-based data that differs from
traditional DVS data-processing methods based on the local spatial or spatiotemporal neighbourhood.
DVS data is high range, parsimonious, and inherently both timescale-free and grid-free. Speeds
between pairs of events are elements that also exhibit these features. The clustering of speed vectors
reveals a multiscale representation of a shared context that provides information at multiple spatial
and temporal scales.
This approach has implications for theories of early visual processing as fragments of world lines,
from which edges and other features can later be derived, replacing (or augmenting) the current
approach of an initial spatial processing stage followed by solving temporal correspondence problems.
6General discussion and conclusion
6.1 The overall outcomes, insights and challenges
6.1.1 The overall outcomes of this thesis
The research for this thesis has explored data representations and algorithms that can process data
from an event-based visual sensor in ways that are free from arbitrary timescales and spatial grids.
This approach focuses on inter-event relationships and can perform direct long-term prediction tasks.
This project also provides a foundation for future research, with a benchmarking data set which allows
objective comparison for algorithm development. Two data representations were presented with their
corresponding processing algorithms that were timescale-free and grid-free with the ability to predict
future long-term event patterns.
The first novel representation developed in this research is distribution-based. Rather than
focusing on individual events, the distribution-based approach focuses on how the event data
is distributed in the spatiotemporal volume. This method is able to represent the data at any
timescales. Both the spatial and temporal attributes are processed together as continuous, without
any compartmentalisation through grids. The covariance parameters which dictate the shape and
extent of a Gaussian distribution are entirely based on the data, making this approach self-adaptive
to the ever-changing temporal nature of real-life stimuli. For example, concentrated small Gaussian
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distributions will result from a dense and rapid change in information, while large sparse distributions
will be the result of a long period of subtle and limited environmental changes. A spiking neuron
model empowered by dendritic and axonal computation was developed to process the distributions
without imposing any timescales. The network was able to learn from a short duration of real data
(33s), and predict directly in the long-term future (5s) with favourable results after being give an
unseen segment of the data (1.1s). Results are considered to be favourable as the error over the whole
prediction is lower than using the traditional iterative prediction approach.
The second novel data representation explored in this thesis is speed-based, which captures motion
patterns of the underlying event-generating source and allows flexible extraction of environmental
structural information at different levels of details. The speed-based approach focuses on identifying
the relative speeds between events without any restriction on timescales. Space is processed as part
of the speed computation in a continuous spatiotemporal volume which, similar to the first approach,
does not rely on any fixed grids. Various types of data—a self-moving robot with a static object, a
static robot with moving objects, and a self-moving robot with an environmentally rich navigation
scenario—were applied to the motion-centric representation. This study demonstrated that it was
possible to visually separate objects with different motion behaviours and to isolate scenery features
at different hierarchical levels (ranging from individual objects to a whole wall) with a speed-based
approach. An SNN model was also designed to extract the speed-based relationship among events
and utilise the information to perform direct long-term prediction. However, this SNN was not tested
due to time constraints.
6.1.2 Insights relating to the two timescale-free and grid-free representations
The distribution-based representation focuses on finding spatiotemporal clusters, emphasising how
events are positioned in space and time against other events. In contrast, the speed-based
representation investigates how events are related to each other in terms of speed. Both representations
focus on the event-to-event relationship as no meaningful events exist in isolation. Such an approach
is different from many existing event-by-event studies where the focus lies on individual events.
Distribution-based representation and speed-based representation can be seen as complimentary
approaches. Gaussian distributions group events in all directions based on the Gaussian local
neighbourhood. Speed-based motion cones exclude events in which their relative speeds to the apex
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event are deemed to be too fast for these events to be of the same world line, even when these events
are located closely in the spacetime neighbourhood. Combining both approaches can provide yet
another way to investigate the event-based data. For example, Chapter 5 reveals what happened when
the motion cones were first clustered and the event-relationships were then organised hierarchically.
Although the clustering performed there was not based on a distribution model, the distribution
approach shared the same principle with a general clustering algorithm in terms of grouping in the
local neighbourhood. Grouping the motion cones allows the users to extract environmental details at
different levels, ranging from immediate fast-moving objects to long-standing fixtures such as walls
and floor.
6.1.3 Challenges and limitations
The key drawback of representations that focus on the inter-event relationship is that the
corresponding algorithms need to have a buffer to store a certain amount of events before being
able to extract the event-to-event relationships. Events are hence not processed immediately, which
can be a problem if instant online calculation is required. This problem of delayed processing
can be moderated by having a small buffer, but this comes with the tradeoff of limiting the data
representations, resulting in smaller distributions and motion cones. Smaller distributions modelled
with a fewer number of events are more prone to noise and may require more processing for functional
tasks such as prediction. For example, more dendrites per neuron in the SNN presented in Chapter
4 may be needed to achieve similar prediction results if smaller distributions are used. The use of
smaller motion cones limits the identification of possible world lines. This may affect finding events
that are related not in the immediate spacetime neighbourhood but in the long term future.
To design new neuron models well is always a challenge. The neuron and network models utilised
in this thesis are designed with the aim to satisfy the following requirements:
• To be readily applicable to the new distribution-based or speed-based representations;
• To be free from fixed timescales and grids; and
• To be able to perform direct long-term prediction tasks.
In most existing SNN models, the event activities are integrated over time at each pixel, making
them grid-based. This is not suitable for the representations introduced in this research, where
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inter-event relationship within the spatiotemporal volume is the focus. Furthermore, direct long-term
prediction benefits from more explicit learning of spatial and temporal differences among events. In
contrast, most existing models incorporate the timing information implicitly into the neural activities.
Designing and developing new neuron models was therefore deemed to be a more effective way
to meet the criteria for the goal of this research. The resulting models possess computation power at
both dendrites and axons. This makes them powerful as one neuron can directly learn from the past
and predict the future. However, these neuron models are also quite complex and will require more
studies for design refinement. Targeted directions for future research are addressed in Section 6.6.
Another practical challenge is computational performance efficiency, a challenge shared by all
event-based studies as the number of events is immense even with a short recording. Utilising specific
hardware can potentially improve computational performance by several orders of magnitude. There
are a variety of different arrangements, such as GPU clusters, CPU clusters, or particular processing
units tailored for specific algorithms. The SNNs developed in this thesis are unique, making the
neuromorphic chips specified for standard SNN computation not suitable. The complexity, and hence
the high computational demand, of the neuron models introduced in this thesis might make it difficult
to implement the networks with a GPU cluster; a CPU cluster appears to be more promising as each
core can carry out the complete computation of a neuron.
Quantitative performance measurement in an event-based prediction task is another major
difficulty. It is nearly impossible to match the events in the data stream to the predicted ones on
an event-by-event basis. Furthermore, a good prediction does not require exact event correspondence.
Events can jitter in space and time but still be from the same underlying source performing the same
motion. The number of events does not have to be matched as long as the event distributions and
patterns represent the same object movement. The performance measurement method proposed in
Chapter 4 represents a possible solution but it is quite complicated and involves random sampling
from predicted distributions. This means that the final error is not deterministic. More investigation
and discussions are needed to come to an agreement on how to evaluate and compare event-based
prediction tasks.
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6.2 Generality of the results
6.2.1 On the data representations
The distribution-based approach is easy to apply to any event streams. It can convert the data into
distributions of any scale, making the approach adaptable to the ever-changing scenery in an event
video. Although only Gaussians are demonstrated in this thesis, any other continuous distributions
such as the logistic distribution or a mix of distributions can be used to approximate event patterns.
The limitation in using mixtures of distributions is that it assumes the event data can be fitted well by
the pre-determined types of distributions. Trying to find the best fitting mixture of distributions for
the incoming events also adds stress to the efficiency of the algorithm.
The speed-based approach makes fewer assumptions about the nature of the data. The boundaries
that are used to form the motion cones are easily adaptable, making this approach also suitable for
all kinds of event videos from static robot with moving objects to self-moving robot with complex
environmental scenario. However, as the speed-based approach is a new concept in term of event data
representation, it may be more difficult to adapt existing algorithms to suit this method than for the
distribution-based approach.
Fundamental features of real-life stimuli are that they are timescale-free and grid-free. To preserve
these features in the data structures and algorithms, one possible way is to focus on how the events are
situated in relation to each other in the continuous spatiotemporal volume, rather than treating them
as individually disjointed (x, y) coordinates and time points. The real-life stimuli are timescale-free
because any length of time can elapse between stimuli. Thus, by its very nature, the temporal
information of the stimuli can be seen to be referring directly to the inter-event relationship. Real
life stimuli are grid-free because they exist in continuous space.
This study presented two examples that maintained this timescale-free and grid-free nature
throughout visual information processing. These two approaches are not the only ways to achieve
timescale-free and grid-free computation. In fact, any representations and algorithms that extract the
inter-event relationship in a continuous spatiotemporal volume where space and time are processed
together (not as separated dimensions), should be able to address the nature of timescale-free and
grid-free phenomena.
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6.2.2 On the task
Long-term prediction is a task not typically addressed in event data studies, however, it is important for
cognition and decision making for mobile agents. In this thesis, two types of long-term predictions
were studied: direct long-term prediction predicts the future in one step based on history; iterative
prediction builds long-term prediction by first predicting the immediate future and then using this
short-range prediction to help predict the next short-range future, and the process is carried out
repeatedly until the required prediction length is achieved.
Different prediction approaches have different features and produce different types of noise
profiles. In exploring these two types of prediction, this study opened up new questions on how
long-term prediction should be modelled in response to different situations. Being able to predict
well benefits many robot behaviours in tasks such as planning, navigation, and situations that involve
higher cognitive functioning. To help facilitate the study of prediction tasks with event-based data, this
research has collected a wide variety of data sets recorded by both static and self-moving cameras. The
data sets lend themselves to research with the purpose of prediction from visual information. Many
of these scenarios are presented as a series with systematically increasing complexity; for example,
starting with one moving object with a regular speed to five objects moving in random directions
and speeds. Such arrangements provide a foundation for incremental algorithm development and
allow users to choose to develop at any levels of difficulty with considerable flexibility. Having
benchmarking data sets can also make the objective evaluation of algorithm performance easier and
potentially motivate more researchers to study prediction in event data.
6.2.3 On the algorithms
This research has demonstrated that the existing SNN paradigm can be extended to process new
timescale-free and grid-free data representations. It is also possible to modify other existing visual
processing algorithms to handle these representations. For example, clustering-based algorithms,
the other dominant DVS data processing paradigm besides SNNs, should be able to utilise the
distribution-based representation with ease if the internal clustering model is based on the Gaussian
distribution. It goes without saying that these algorithms can also be applied to tasks other than
predictions.
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The parameters in each of the SNNs introduced are either easily adjustable or directly learnt from
the actual data, making the SNNs suitable for all types of event videos from simple object movements
to complex navigational scenario. These SNNs, however, are more complicated than the standard
feed forward SNNs and may be harder to set up initially. As discussed earlier, the complexity of the
SNNs makes them more challenging to directly work with certain hardware arrangements designed
for boosting computing performance, such as GPU clusters or existing specialised computing units.
However, the current SNNs work well with parallel CPU cores.
6.3 The impact of this research
Real world sensory stimuli are event-based, timescale-free and grid-free. They can vary from long
periods of no meaningful inputs to sudden rapid information changes. Not processing the data
according to their true nature can cause misrepresentation of information. This study has presented
two forms of data representation that are timescale-free and grid-free, along with SNNs that perform
long-term prediction. A strength of this research is that it has demonstrated a complete work flow that
does not compromise the nature of real world stimuli while at the same time enriching robotic vision
and cognition ability.
The distribution-based representation is easy to understand and is suitable for most kinds of
event-based studies and tasks. In contrast, the speed-based representation opens up a new area of
research. Analysing the event data based on motion cones is the first in a family of approaches that
focuses on the relative speeds between events. This study has demonstrated that using speed can at
least extract environmental structural information and predict future motion patterns.
The speed-based approach is full of potential and challenges for researchers to explore in
conceiving of events from a different perspective. For example, the SNNs used in this thesis utilised
dendritic and axonal computation, showing another way of building neural networks than treating
neurons as a single computation unit. The compartmental neuronal design is supported by the
results of biological investigation. It provides many possibilities for engineering use that require
more detailed and explicit control in the timing of information at different processing stages. The
benchmarking data sets collected in this research provide a foundation to facilitate future research in
event-based prediction tasks.
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6.4 In relation to the literature
6.4.1 Tasks in event-based data studies
Prediction is not a common task with event-based vision data. It is however very important, especially
for decision making and other higher cognitive behaviours in mobile robots. This thesis provides
some groundwork in event-based prediction tasks for others to build on and compare to, including
an example of using SNN with real world data to predict event patterns in the long-term future with
good results. This research has developed a specifically collected benchmarking data set for prediction
tasks, making it easier for other researchers to perform prediction studies.
Timescale-free and grid-free approaches are not limited to prediction. Other tasks explored in the
literature are also important and useful for robotic applications. The data representations introduced in
this thesis can be applied to them. Classification and recognition tasks are popular among event-based
data studies [6–8, 11, 14, 21, 24, 29, 31–33, 39, 41–46]. Both the distribution-based and speed-based
approaches can be used for these tasks. Rather than classifying the objects in the scene based
on straight event patterns, the distribution-based approach would use the shapes of the isolated
distribution blobs of the events and compare how these blobs are situated with each other as a pattern
or signature, to identify targeted objects in the scene. The speed-based approach would focus on the
motion patterns that consist of the relative speeds of the events. Most classification tasks involve
objects that are moving steadily. With the distribution approach being able to approximate events in
any combinations of timescales, it may perform well in classifying dynamically moving objects. On
the other hand, the speed-based approach may be more suitable when the actual motions, such as
moving upward, rotation or expansion, are to be recognised.
Tracking is another popular area of application [10, 16–18, 22, 23, 26, 28, 30, 37, 38, 40, 47–50]
that is potentially suitable for both approaches introduced in this thesis. The distribution-based
approach intrinsically tracks distributions of events and hence their underlying sources, while the
speed-based approach tracks the relative speeds and directions among events, which reveals the
movement of the underlying objects. Prediction with event-based data can be of great use for deciding
follow-on robot motions and controls [12, 13, 16, 17, 25, 30, 37, 38, 47, 48, 55, 56]. The speed-based
approach has the potential to be beneficial in localisation and navigation tasks [9, 20, 27, 57] as
different levels of environmental structure can be extracted from event speed patterns.
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6.4.2 Timing and space
Existing studies mainly treat timing information in the following few ways: grouping events with
fixed time intervals [6–8, 10–15], processing the data event-by-event without utilising the precise
timing information [16–22, 22, 23, 23, 24, 26–28, 38, 55, 61, 83], using the timing to determine
the relevance of individual events or internal models [25, 26, 35, 39, 60, 83], and decaying the
effect of an event as time passes [30, 31, 31–34, 48, 50]. These studies impose or favour some
timescales and do not address the ever-changing timescales within the data. The two event-based
data processing approaches introduced in this thesis treat timing information differently from these
traditional ways of handling timing. The distribution-based approach can approximate events in any
mixture of timescales where the distribution blobs identified in the event stream are entirely based on
the how the events are situated among each other, not on how they are situated in time only. This
makes it flexible and easily adaptable to the ever-changing nature of timing in real life visual stimuli.
The speed-based approach uses time when calculating the relative speeds between events. In this
method, the timing information is neither ignored nor directly does it limit the relevance of an event.
In terms of spatial information, previous studies have tended to use a strict grid which corresponds
to the pixel sensors of the camera, with some then processing the events into grid-free internal
representations. Both the distribution-based and speed-based approaches do not rely on a spatial grid.
The internal representations used in the corresponding algorithms, the parameters of Gaussians and
the relative speeds, are grid-free. Furthermore, most studies process the timing and spatial information
separately whereas both approaches in this research treat them as inseparable.
6.4.3 Algorithms
There are two main categories of algorithms applied to event-based data in the literature, clustering,
and SNNs. Both approaches introduced in this thesis utilise SNNs as their main algorithmic paradigm.
However, the data representations in these approaches would be able to adapt to clustering-based
algorithms. Most clustering studies cluster events based on local spatial and temporal distance
[10, 20–22, 26, 27, 27, 35–39] where the past clusters are stored with generalised attributes such
as centre coordinates and last updated timestamps. These clustering parameters actually represent the
distribution of the events in some basic forms. The distribution-based representation introduced in
this thesis can easily be adapted to use these simple clusters instead of Gaussian distributions. In fact,
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there are existing event data clustering algorithms that compute with Gaussian probability [23, 40],
similar to that used in the distribution-based approach in this research.
The difficulty of using clustering algorithms for the purpose of the studies in this thesis comes after
the events are clustered. Clustering algorithms are excellent in tracking where concentrated events,
and hence the underlying source objects, have been in the past up to the latest event. However, they are
not equipped with predicting future event patterns. Future trajectories of currently tracked clusters can
possibly be predicted with some extra calculations in existing clustering algorithms. However, this
future is limited to a very short range and is not suitable for performing direct long-term prediction.
Even so, clustering can aid event computation and analysis in other functions. For example, the
speed-based approach in this research utilises the clustering mechanism to identify relationships
between event world lines, which results in a flexible way to extract the environmental structure
in the scenery in the event stream.
Conventional SNNs use integrate-and-fire (possibly leaky) neurons [29, 31–34, 50, 62, 65] to
process event data with one neuron per pixel. This research has explored ways to compute event data
without relying on spatial grids, making the conventional SNN approaches undesirable. However,
with some augmentation to the dendrite of these grid-based paradigms, they can be merged with the
two approaches in this thesis. As mentioned before, the distribution-based approach can approximate
events in any timescales. Hence, if there is only one event per distribution, the approach is compatible
with the grid-based SNNs. Similarly, the neural network proposed in the speed-based approach uses
basis positions which can be easily set to grid coordinates. The two approaches in this thesis are to
process events without the necessity of any spatial grids, but they would work well with grids.
There are existing SNNs that process with more than one pixel as the receptive field per neuron
[24, 42, 45, 46, 64], which is similar to the direction proposed in the SNN for the speed-based
approach. However, the existing paradigms either use a uniform receptive field or the whole field
whereas the proposed SNNs work with overlapping unevenly sized receptive fields for flexibility and
robustness. Other SNN mechanisms such as convolution nets [8, 24, 31, 41, 42] and self-organising
maps [60] are very specific and complex in their network architectures, making it hard to adapt the
two approaches in this thesis to these paradigms while achieving direct long-term prediction.
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6.4.4 Performance measurements
The methods chosen to measure performance in existing studies are heavily task-orientated. For
example, the error rate can be directly calculated for classification and recognition task [6, 7, 11,
14, 32, 33, 39–41, 45, 50, 56], the tracking tasks require knowledge of the actual trajectories of the
objects being tracked and then error can be calculated with some statistical methods [10, 17, 20, 23],
and agent behavioural studies measure success with the end resulting behaviours [30, 37, 38].
None of these existing performance measurements works with event-based long-term predictions.
Visual presentation, which has been used in some studies [22, 36, 52, 53, 60], seems to work best in
conveying the accuracy of the prediction of events, but this is subject to individual interpretation and
cannot be compared across different prediction studies. This research proposed a statistically based
method for comparing the prediction performance between two different algorithms. It successfully
quantified the prediction errors but not without drawbacks.
6.5 Relating to bio-inspired computing
Current event-based processing methods do not exploit the temporal and spatial potential of
event-based sensory data. Biological organisms still deal with recognising and reacting to time and
space with real-life stimuli better than any existing engineering solutions. This research has attempted
to reduce the gap between the biological and computational ways of handling event-based sensory
data by introducing data representation methods that are timescale-free and grid-free. The SNNs
suggested for processing the data utilised dendritic and axonal computation, which was inspired
and supported by neuroscience discoveries. It is hoped that by furthering the research approach
of using bio-mimicking algorithms on representations that reflect the real nature of sensory inputs,
we may eventually shed some light on how biological organisms actually process spatial and timing
information.
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6.6 Conclusion and future work
To be timescale-free and grid-free is the very nature of real-life sensory stimuli. To fully exploit the
potential of recorded event-based data, these features need to be taken into consideration. This thesis
has presented two event-based sensory data representations that are timescale-free and grid-free. The
first representation is distribution-based and converts a raw event stream into a Gaussian event stream
where the Gaussian distributions vary in size and can approximate events in any combination of
timescales. The other representation is a speed-based approach which focuses on the motions of
the underlying event source. The speed-based method uses relative event-to-event speed to define a
cone-shaped spatiotemporal volume which identifies events that can be of the same world lines. It is
a novel approach and opens up a new way of conceptualising, viewing and interpreting event-based
data.
Two SNNs were developed with dendritic and axonal computation to work with the two data
representations to directly predict at long range, an important cognitive task. This study thus
has proposed and examined new ways to use neural networks for event-based data studies. It
has demonstrated a processing framework that preserves the timescale-free and grid-free nature
throughout computation while performing useful functionality. Benchmarking data sets were also
recorded to aid further research in the area of event-based prediction tasks.
As this thesis opens up new questions in the field with speed-based data representation and SNNs
with compartmental neurons, there are many potential directions to take the research further. In
the motion cone study, it was demonstrated that different levels of environmental structures can be
flexibly extracted from event speeds. The speed-based SNN can possibly be extended to include this
feature by adding extra layers of neurons to extract structural information based on the firing patterns
of the initial layer of neurons. These higher layers of neurons are similar to the higher branches of
the dendrograms shown in the motion cone study. Hence the structure extracting mechanism can
be inspired by clustering the speed patterns of the events learnt in the dendrites of the lower level
neurons, which was how the dendrograms were created. The higher neuron layers can also contribute
to the prediction outputs (see Figure 6.1).
Another interesting extension is to bring the data representations and SNNs out of simulation and
directly apply them with behaving mobile agents in real time. The agents should not just internally
predict possible future event sequences but should act on the predicted results, for example, to avoid
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Fig. 6.1: Extending the speed-based neural network by adding extract layers of higher level neurons to learn
environmental structures. The structural information can be fed back to affect prediction.
a collision or to navigate. Computational power will be the main challenge. On-board computation is
most likely not feasible given the complexity of the SNNs. A proper work flow which can delegate
computation tasks to a connected desktop machine or cloud computing will be needed. Such a
study can expose some practical limitations and give concrete directions on what to improve in the
event-based processing work flow.
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